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ABSTRACT 
Invest igati on of Forward Motion as an analytic template extracts the elements of Forward 
Motion as expounded in jazz pianist Hal Gal per's book- Forward Motion .from Bach to 
Bebop; a Corrective Approach to Jazz Phrasing and uses these elements as an analyt ic 
template wi th which to assess fo ur so los of Australian jazz musician Dale Barlow. 
This case study includes a statistical analysi s of the Forward Motion elements inherent in 
Barlow' s improvising, which provides an interesting insight into how much of Gal per' s 
educational theory ex ists within the playing of a musician un fa miliar with Ga l per' s 
methods. 
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AN INVESTIGATION OF FORWARD MOTION AS 
AN ANALYTIC TEMPLATE 
INTRODUCTION 
In the early 1980 ' s New York Jazz pianist Hal Galper taught summer Jazz clinics at the 
NSW Conservatorium of Music as a member of the Jamie Abersold Jazz clinic staff 
While attending these classes I was intrigued with Galper's explanations of musical flow 
via his Forward Motion theory. This appeared to be a tangible illustration of improvising 
through chord changes and provided a logical basis on which to adapt the chord /scale 
method. 
With the release in 2003 of Gal per' s e book, Fmward M01io11. From Bach Ia Bebop: a 
wrreclive approach 10 Jazz Phrasing, I felt that an investigation of Forward Motion as 
an analytica l template wou ld have significant research benefits. 
The hypothesis behind this thesi s is to investigate whether an analytical template drawn 
from Galper' s book on Forward Motion and placed over the transcribed solos of a jazz 
musician of international standing who, although being aware of Galper' s methods has 
not part icul arly studied them, would revea l the elements of Forward Motion as described 
in his book. 
As a case study, I have chosen to research, four tenor saxophone solos performed by 
Australian jazz musician Dale Barlow from a 1995 recording: "Token Entry". 
STATIC HARMONY CONCEPT 
Thi s tenn refers to the implication for Jazz harmony arising from the chord/scale theory 
for teaching jazz, that a chord is a static block of harmony that a scale is played over. In 
this method, the improviser has a choice of scale depending on the quality of the given 
chord ; it ' s modal context , or what alt erations are indicated in the chord symbol. This 
system seeks to fi t the exact scale choice for each kind of chord voicing. Students are 
taught to instantly recognize a chord symbol I scale match up . ln many publications these 
scales and the derived patterns are simply written out as the intervals that make up the 
scale. (e.g .: Major scale- W,W,H,W,W,W,f-1 o r CDEFGABC.) 1 
'0.1hat is notable about this approach is the absence of rhythmic no tat ion, leaving the 
student wi th the obvious implication that there is a block chord/sca le or "stati c harmony" 
concept, where the bar line definitely exsists and the chord lasts for the who le bar. This 
kind of treatment of the fundamental principals that drive jazz harmony, improvisation 
1 Jamie Abersold scale syllabus-all publicalions: t983 Abersold Publications 
and composi ti o n, largely igno res the aura l tradition o f the music and as a teaching 
method sheds li ttle light on jazz improvisation in terms of melod ic flo w and 
chro maticism. The practice of anal yzing music bar to bar in unrelated terms clearly 
trou bled Hindemith w hen he wrote: 
Our some\\ hat complicated system of musica l notation has the advamage of giving the 
singer or the player ... in most cases a clea r impression of the melodic or ham10nic 
intensions of the composer. For analysis of the sound itself. on the other hand, it is nm 
onlv worthless but actually a hindrance. For in such analvsis our thesis must be that a ll 
interva ls and chords arc p~rccivcd. independentlv of thei ; notation. as the ear first hear· 
them. "ithout reference to what has gone before or what comes after. ' 
American pianist Hal Gal per recognizes these problems with the scale/chord theory as : 
the current standardized pedagogy of teaching jazz improvisation by simply 
s~ ·nchronizing scales to their appropriate chord s~,11bol s is self limiti ng. a "short cut' ' 
... not fou nded on either scient ific or historical principals. Jazz chord changes have four 
bas ic chordtones ... We are taught to think of these as moving through a tune in a stacked 
3 
mmmcr ... 
FORWARD MOTION 
As the name suggests " forward motio n" refers to the movement that exists within the 
fTa mework of a song, the relat ionship between the melody, harmony and rhythm as a 
chord sequence progresses. The fundamental law adhered to by the great composers that 
to c reate strong melody certain tones are "accented" on particular beats of the measure is 
the general theme of thi s concept. Galper maintai ns that, " lfa melodi c line sounds weak , 
the reason wi ll always be that the rhythmic and melodic tension and release patterns are 
"out o f sync" 4 
The basic principal of forward mot ion is as fo ll ows: The notes of "harmonic gravity" 
have to be matched with the beats of " rhythmic gravity". 
The notes ofharn1onic gravity are the chord to nes I, 3, 5 & 7 of any g iven chord. In other 
words, the notes from the scale that " spell" out the chord. T he beats o f rhythmic gravity 
are beats o ne and three of the bar. The feeli ng of these " heavy" beat s is easi ly 
demonstrated if you count off four beats and clap on o ne and three, then keeping the 
same tempo, switch to clapping on two and four . Beats two and four w hen accented gi ve 
a light , "swingi ng" feel. Beats o ne and three o n the o ther hand have a heavy dragging 
feel. 
' Hindemith - p 93: Crafl of.llusical Composi1ion 1937 Associated Music Publishers 
3 Hat Ga l per Forward A/01ion fo rm Bach 10 Bebop a correc/il ·e approach 10 Jazz phrasing. Ebook-
Amcnabtc Music 2003 . pp28 
I Ib id pp66 
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In jazz played in 4/4, chord changes occur on beats one and three of the bar. Tension is 
created in improvising, arrangements and compositions by anticipating or, displacing the 
beat and changing the chords on beats ot her than one and three. Chord tones when played 
" in sync" with beats one and three of the bar, "spell out " the chord changes as the song 
progresses. 
The st rong beats arc easier to hear than the weak ones . The strong tones arc easier to hea r 
than the weak ones. When synchronized they reinforce each other. This strengthens the 
soloists abi lity to "hear toward" basic chord tones (predictable) as well as'' I" and "3" 
(predictable) of the bar. .5 
This can be demonstrated by taking the chord sequence: Dmin7, G7 and Cmaj7 (the 
modes of each chord being derived fi·om the C Maj scale) in a three bar sequence: 
Dm7 I G7 I Cmaj7 
Using the C Maj scale, playing in g'h notes and taking care not to land chord tones on 
beats I & 3 of the bar, count off 4 beats and play for 3 bars. The resulting sound will be 
the general sound ofC major, but no indication of harmonic movement or tension and 
release (random improvising in C). 
ow repeat the exercise, this time taking care to place a chord tone on beats I & 3. This 
time the result will be a series of81h notes that outline the progression of the harmony. 
The feeling of tension and release will be intensified if you repeat the exercise and add a 
half step below each chord tone on the upbeat of 2 and the upbeat of 4. 
Galper deduces that this is a result of the way that the ear (brain) recogni zes order in 
music. This, however, brings the discussion into the highly subjecti ve realm of music 
cognition, a lubricious surface on which to postulate concepts of musical theory and so is 
outside the scope of this thesis. (There is evidence that gives some credence to this 
observat ion however and Appendix I expresses some of my incidental thoughts on the 
subject.) 
Now that we have established that chord tones landing on I and 3 covey to the ear the 
passage of ham10nic progression, we may now see the beats I and 3 as points of 
resolution both harmonically and rhythmically . 
Beats 2 and 4 can now be seen as points of transition, or tension beats with the general 
idea that once you have played a chord tone on beat I, whatever is played after that is an 
approach or in jazz vernacular a " pic!..'1!p", to beat 3 and what ever is played after beat 3 
is a pickup to beat I of the next bar. 
This implies that fTom the upbeat of beat 3 the next beat and a half are really to do with 
connect ing the ear to the downbeat of the next bar and so harmonically are more 
' Gal per. Ibid pp 65 
3 
connected with the next bar rather than the bar they are played in . We now have a 
situation where the bar lines are shift.ed or are at least " flexible". 
, ,:;JL I; J; ,l(s IL~f 
Figure I Illustration of flexible barlines 
Th is represents the melodic aspect of Forward Motion. Galper di vides Forward Motio n 
into essentially three subjects: 
Melod ic Forward Motion 
Rhythmic Forward Motion 
Harmonic Forward Motion 
The rhythmic aspect of Forward Motion is ostensibly a teaching tool Ga l per uses to 
describe Jazz phrases and is intertwined wi th the melodic aspect . 
Harmonic Forward Motion refers to when a soloist implies or superimposes chord 
changes ahead of where they are in the song form. As Gal per describes in his book, thi s 
can be any amount of bars ahead of the band and has a firm historical pretext . 
Essential to the concept of Forward Motion is cho rd superimposition. In hi s chapter on 
superimposi ti on Ga lper explains; 
Superimposition leaves the original set of organizing factors LLnchanged playing the 
superimposed ideas over or agai nst them. A Db7/Gb7 could be superimposed over Gm7/C7 
anV(ime the soloist feels like. A 4/4 tempo can be superimposed over a 3 I 4 tempo anV(imc 
the soloist feels like. The basic organizing factors of a tunes rhythm, harmony and melody 
content are used only as a reference point from which to depart and rctum and keep your 
place within the music 6 
This summary highlights the central point of Hal Galpers' Fo rward Motion concept, that 
to create strong melodic improvised lines, chord tones ie- I, 3, 5 or 7 of the chord (or 
superimposed chord) should be matched to beats I & 3 of the bar. 
6 Gal per. Hal : Fonmrd Motion form Bnch to /Jebop a corrective approach to Jazz phrasing. Ebook-
Amcnable Music 2003.pl49 
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METHODOLOGY 
The analysis of the solos will be presented in what may be referred to as Forward Motion 
language and an index of terms is provided. 
The tirst step in the analysis is to assess what degree o f the agreed on (wri tten) chord fa ll s 
on beats one and three in each bar, and arrange them in a table from most often used 
degree to least often used degree. 
tf' ~ I; I ~ ·" I !ro I ~ffim•" I ~ I'" B5 
Example I: Fi rst Beat Analysis Tin Tin Dco 
The top row refers to the deg ree of the chord . The botto m row refers to the number of 
times through the solo the degree falls on beat one. There is also a table for beat three. 
This wi ll serve to ill ustrate a percentage of times a cho rd tone lands on one and three. 
The second step is to arrange tables that cover eight bar secti ons of the solo that indicates 
what scale degree fa ll s on beat I and 3: 
The top row indicates the bar number. The middle row indicates Beat 1. Bottom row, beat 
3 
When a chord tone (I , 3, 5 or7) lands on beats I and 3 it is assumed that what is 
occurring tits the template of the Galper model and so may be said to support or to 
conform to the principles of Forward Motion as set down above. Tones with "a" after 
them indicate an anti cipation of the downbeat. Cell s with a dash ind icate that nothing was 
played on the downbeat. 
5 
Of particular interest will be those bars where scale degrees other than 1,3, 5, or 7 o f the 
written chord land on beats one and three of the bar. It is these bars that wi ll be examined 
in detail in order to shed li ght on why these par1icular bars do not appear to conform to 
the Galper model. These bars are shaded and will be the only bars analyzed. Immediately 
below each table will be the analysis o f each shaded bar. 
Bars /-8 TinTin Deo 
2 
~ 
Db7 C' Fm7 FmjEb 
r=---: 3 ------, r-3 -, 3 r 3 --, 
frfrftfff
1
£Ert vr ¥EFI 
3 
Example 4:Figure 2: Bars 2-3 fin Tin /Jeo 
Figure 2. beat 1. the ll 'h of the flnin7 as part of the rhy thmic motive started in bar:!. 
making use C?f the F min pelllalmtic scale, DH E lo the tonic on the J'd beat. 
Occasionally it will be necessary to include in the example the bar prior to the one being 
analyzed (as in the above example) as there may be harmonic evidence leading to an 
even t on beat I of a bar that is required fo r the analysis. 
Appendix n-V are tables that reflect implied or superimposed chord tones on one and 
three. 
Example 5: Table 2A 
Bars 1-8 CTA 
Appendix II 
Black shaded bars indicate the note assessed against the written (agreed on) chord, 
fo ll owed by its assessment as an implied chord tone. 
DHE : Dcnecrion of Harmonic Emphasis (see language/abbrevia tions p7) 
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LANGUAGE/ AB BREVLA TIONS 
I) Deflection of harmonic emphasis (DHE).ie when a non chord tone is accented on 
a downbeat the resolut ion is deflected to another downbeat 
2) Displacement of melodic contour (DMC). This term refers to a phrase that is 
displaced rhythmically and harmonically. 
3) Emphasis of e;~:tens ion . (EX). The willful accenting of an extension without 
subsequent resolution. 
4) Emphasis of extension as a result of motive development (EXMD). A result of 
superimposition of a sequential moti ve based on superimposed chords that accents 
non- chord tones of the original (agreed on) chord. 
(N .B. there are examples where an emphasis of extension is based on a motive 
resulting from a harmonic generalization. These I have generally li sted as a chord 
to ne of an implied or superimposed chord if the surrounding harmonic evidence i 
strong enough) 
5) Forward Motion (FM) 
6) Harmonic Forward Motion (HFM) 
7) The song titles under the tables are abbreviated e.g. "You Stepped Out of a 
Dream"- YSOAD 
8) Chord tones landing on beats I and 3 are referred to as: one and three chord rone 
events . 
9) Non-chord tones landing on beats I and 3 are referred to as : one and three non-
chord tone evems. 
GLOSSARY 
I) Alternate diatonic scale relationship; a product of superimposition of dominant 
chords. e.g. F7 superimposed over a D7 chord can be described by the F mixolydian 
scale giving (in relation to D7 and descending) #9, b9, tonic, 7tl',#5, stl•, II '"- The 
distance between the superimposed chord and the original chord is a minor 3"1, making 
this diminished in concept . Another example of alt diatonic scale relationship is the 
Ebmaj scale over D7alt . This sca le gives (in relation to D7 and descending) b9, tonic, 
7'", #5, bS, II th' #9 1 . 
2) Bebop scale: A seven note scale, to which a chromatic step is added for the purpose 
of aligning metric accents . The result is an eight note scale that accommodates all four 
beats of a measure in 4/4 time2 
3) Barline shi ft ing: Occurs when the improvised phrase either anticipates or arrives late 
to a given chord. May also be known as "hannonic forwa rd motion"3 
1 Brien 
::! Da\'id Baker. Jazz lmprowsntion. Chicago: Maher 
3 Jerry Coker. l:Jemellls ofthe Jazz Language. Florida: Belwi n 199 1 
7 
4) Chromati c approach note: A "correcti ve" half step added 10 a line to approach a chord 
tone from a half step above o r below on an upbeat, to the chord tone on the downbeat. An 
approach line may also be made up o f three notes; chord tone on I, the next 3 eighth 
notes bringing the ear to the chord tone on beat 34 
5) Cycli cal quadruplet : A melodic pattern of four consecutive notes of equa l rhythmic 
duration, in which the 1" and 4'h notes are the same5 
6) Enclosure: When a target note is surrounded (usua lly chromatically) by an approach 
phrase. May also be known as a rotation 
7) Forv;ard Motion: The notion that musicians use melodic and rhythmic devices to 
" pulr' the ear forward through the chord progression of a song. To play melodica.lly and 
rhythmically toward target notes on beats one and three of the bar6 
8) Harmonic Minor scale: A minor scale with the b3rd, b6 & maj7. 
9) Harrnonic Generalization: The use of one scale during two or more chords of a 
. 7 progresston. 
I 0) Melodic minor scale: Minor scale containing the b3 and maj 7. 
II) Melodic fragment/quotation: When a so loist uses the melody from another song (or a 
fragment of the song they are playi ng) in a passage of the solo . Sometimes the 
melody is paraphrased or altered to fit the hannony it is being used over8 
2 1) Phrases; An tecedent & Consequent : A two part device, involving an improvised 
melodic statement and a subsequent improvised response 
' Hal Ga l per/ Forward Motion form Bach to Bebop a correcttve approach to Jazz phrasing. Ebook-
Amcnable Music 2003 . 
" Ja mie Riggs 
6 Ga l per op.cit 
- Coker. op.cil 
' Coker. op.cil 
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RECORDING SESS fON BACKGROUND 
"Token Entry" was reco rded in two sessions roughly 12 months apa11 at " Acoustic 
Recording"- Brooklyn New York, by engineer Michael Brorby. The first in the spring of 
1994, featured a mustering of players I had been working with on a more or less constant 
basis for several years on a variety of disparate gigs across what is known as the "Tri 
state area" (Connecticut, New York, New Jersey). This session consisted of: Ralph 
Lalama-Tenor. Dave Panichi- Trombone, Mark Templeton-Piano, Joel Forbes-Bass, Tom 
Bailey-Drums and myself on Guitar. The session produced some great music but owing 
to a technical problem in post production there were a few tracks I couldn ' t use, meaning 
I needed a second session to co mplete the recording. The project was shelved (due to 
"cash !low'') and resurrected about 12 months later when long time friend and colleague 
Dale Barlow came to spend time in New York . 
The second session featured Dale with the same rhythm section as the first sessio n, 
except for the substituting of Allan Si mon on Piano. 
The sessions were released in due course on the Australian label "La Brava" as "Token 
Entry" the name being derived from the photo on the CD cover depicting a New York 
City subway turnstile. The cover served a duel purpose. The photo immediately placed 
the record ing as being from New York and the title refen·ed to this being my first 
recording as a leader. 
9 
COLLATING OF ANALYS IS DATA 
The following represent s a percentage chart refl ecting a statistical analysis of the 
placement of chord tones (T, 3'd, 5"' and 7"') on beats one and three of the bar, presented 
in individual tem1s (song by song) . This was calculated by adding up the amount of bears 
(one and three) that had one of the four chord tones placed on them and then finding the 
percentage of these events in relation to the total number of beats one and three assessed. 
Song: C.TA Angel Eyes You Stepped Tin Tin Deo 
Out of a Dream 
Total number 232 59 234 80 
ofbeats I & 3 
assessed 
Total number 120 40 130 54 
o f I & 3 Chord 
tone events 
Total number 112 19 104 26 
of I & 3 non 
chord tone 
event s 
Percentage of I 51.72 % 67.79% 55 .5 % 67 .5 % 
& 3 chord tone 
events 
Percentage o f I 48.27% 32.2% 44.44 % 32.5% 
& 3 non chord 
tone events 
Table I A: perccmagc of one and three chord tone evems 
The mean average of the one and three chord tone event percentages is: 63 . I % . 
In stati stical terms, within thi s case study, Barlow places a cho rd tone (T, 3'11 , 5'h or 7'h) of 
the agreed on (written) chord, on beats one and three of the bar 63 . 1 %of the time on 
average. 
A revised set of percentages can be arrived at by adding up the amount of times a chord 
tone of an implied or superimposed chord is placed on beat one or three and adding the 
total to the original total of chord tones on one and three events. The number of implied 
events is subtracted fro m the total of beats one and three no n- chord tone events .(N .B. if 
a note li sted in a table is an altered note and found in ana lysis to be a chord tone of a 
harmonic generalization, then I have listed it in the percentage table as a chord tone of an 
implied or superimposed chord if the surrounding harmonic evidence is strong enough). 
10 
Song: C.T.A. Angel Eyes You Stepped Tin Tin Deo 
Out of a Dream 
Tota.l number 232 59 234 80 
of beats I & 3 
assessed 
Total number 120 40 130 54 
of I & 3 Chord 
tone events 
Total number 41 8 29 12 
of imp li ed I & 
3 chord tone 
events 
Revised 69.39% 8135% 67.94 % 82 .5% 
Percentage of I 
& 3 chord tone 
events 
Table I 8 : Percentage of chord tones and implied one and d1rcc chord tone events 
The mean average of these percentages is : 75.29%. 
The revi sed table reflects that wit hin this case study, Barlow places a chord tone of the 
agreed on (written) chord or a chord tone of a superimposed or implied chord on beats 
one and three 75 .29 % of the time on average. 
At thi s po int, in stati stical terms, the case study supports Hal Galper' s Forward Motion 
educational theory of chord tone placement 75 .29% of the time. The obvious question 
then is what happens the other 24 .71 %? 
Analysis of this 24.7 1 % shows that this material falls into four basic categories: 
1) Deflection of harmonic emphasis (DHE). 
2) Displacement of melodic contour (DMC). 
3) Emphasis of extension. (EX). 
4) Emphasis of extension as a result of motive development (EXMD). 
(N.B. there are examples where an emphasis of extension is based on a motive 
resulting from a harmonic generalization. These l have generally li sted in the 
percentage table as a chord tone of an implied or superimposed chord if the 
surrounding harmonic evidence is strong enough). 
DHE events are divided onto several categories: 
A) DHE via chromatic embelli shment i.e. enclosure/appoggiatura. 
B) DHE via arpeggio . 
C) DHE via diatonic enclosure. 
When examining the data from tables I A and I B, it is clear that the incidence of chord 
tone on one and three events is significantly higher in " Angel Eyes" and "Tin Tin Deo" . 
I 
I 
II 
In fact the percentages are a lmost identica l: 8 1.35% and 82.5% respecti vely. It is 
interesting that the percentages for o ne and three cho rd tone events in " You Stepped Out 
of a Dream" and "CT A" are also roughl y the same; 67.94% and 69.39% respecti vely. 
The most obvious reason for thi s interesting correlation may be drawn from the tempos of 
the respective recordings: 
Tin Tin Deo. 
Angel Eyes .. 
You Stepped out of a Dream .. 
CTA .. 
~=120 
~=.58 
~=288 
~=240 
It appears that, in thi s case study at least, there is a relationship between tempo and one 
and three chord tone events. 
74.5 %of the one and three non- chord tone events fall into these catego ries: 
• DHE 
• DM C 
EX.MD 
A Forward Moti on exp lanation for these events may be extracted from Gal per' s book. 
I) Deflection of harmonic emphasis/ Displacement of melodic com our: 
Appoggiaturas spell out chord changes because they embellish chord tones ... Jazz 
improvisers have historically tended to show a desire to play outside of the key . Chromatic 
appoggiaturas fu lfill ed that desire . They can occur on any beat of the bar but often show up 
being played on the ' ·on .. or release beats (Beats I and 3) 1 even though they may start on the 
beat. because of their generally chromatic nature, they have a tendency to make release beats 
and chord tones more tense, giving them a feeling of forward motion' 
2) Emphasis of extension as a resu lt of motive develop ment : 
Superimposition leaves the original set of organizi ng factors unchanged p]a,·ing the 
superimposed ideas over or against thcm ... the basic organizing factors of a tunes· rh)t.hm. 
harmom· and melody content arc used on ly as a reference poi nt from \Yhich to depart and 
rctum and keep your place within the music. 
The concept of superimposition is based on an old. well known compositiona l ru le: Any two 
musica l ideas can go agai nst each other as long as each of them has musical integritv. In other 
words. as long as both ideas are strong ideas -' 
1 Aut hor 
:: Gal per. Hal: Forward 1\lorion form Bach to Bebop a corrective approach 10 Jazz phrasing. Ebook-
Amenable Music 20ll3 . plOO. 
' Ibid pi.J9 
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3) Emphasis of Extension : Within thi s case study there are several examples where the 
extension of the chord is emphasized. Because of the un reso lved sound of an extension 
agai nst a chord , the emphasis o f it on bea t I o r 3 usually results in the deflect ion o f the 
chord tone emphasis to another downbeat. However there are 4 1 examples where the 
clea r intention is to emphasize the extension. This fo rms 25.4 % of one and three no n-
chord tone events or 6. 77 % of total improvised material. 
Ga l per refers to emphasis of extensions in this way: 
When analyzing chord e:-.-tcnsions: 9, b9. #9. I I. # I I. b 13. etc. the notes that fall on the 
release beats ";11 be fou nd to be either root, third & fiflh of a superimposed triad . For 
example: The C# on a C7 can be ca lled a b9. As a su perimposed chord it could be called 
dtc thi rd of an A triad. • 
In the body of this analysis I have endeavored find evidence to suggest that the 
emphasized extension is the result of superimposition and when there is evidence I have 
named it as such. Of the 4 1 examples I have named EX (emphasis o f ext ension) I can 
fi nd no such evidence. It appears that in 6.77% of the analyzed data the naming o f a one 
or three non-chord tone event becomes a subjective exercise. Take for example bar 45 
fro m "Tin Tin Deo" . 
44 Fm~1 113 _, b 45 C7~9 
, ~b&~ 'lr r Cr [ rft Rr f r qr Ci JJ J _, I r ' 
Figure 1 5: Bars 44-45 TTD 
The Db in bar 45 is the b9 of the C7 chord . It could be call ed the thi rd of an A triad , 
however there is no evidence to suggest that thi s was the intent ion of the player. 
Therefore the naming of this event is a questi on of semanti cs. 
The point Ga l per is making is that by calling the Db here a b9, there is a suggestion that a 
sca le member is being bent towards a target note and that chord/scale theo ry would seek 
to assign a sca le to explain the relationship . By call ing this note the third of an A triad the 
inference is that the note is part of a superimposed structure and not an extension. The 
fo rward moti on theory attempts to redefine chord/scale relationships in terms o f metri c 
tlow, as static scale theory is often an inadequate way of analyzing complex harmonic 
relatio nshi ps. The explanati on of musical experience in terms of scales has been a 
contentious issue for composers of all generations. Hindemith, with his statement : "By 
raising or lowering rones of the diatonic scales the chord supply of a key may he 
enriched"5 l nfers that scales are a reasonable explanation of harmony that is mainly 
1 l bidp ~7 
' Hi ndcmith Palll: Crafl of.\lusicnl CompositiOn 1937 Associated Music Publishers p. 90 
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diato ni c with the odd bending of a scale member to pull the ear toward the desired " target 
note", however, once the harmony becomes more dense, the scale system must be 
abandoned for a method in which the contrapuntal tension and release patterns of the 
numerous cadences and superimposi ti ons can be accommodated . 
Galper and Hindemith are really saying the same thing, that emphasized altered notes in 
diatonic harmony are actually implying other chords. For the sake of clarity in this thesis 
I take the view that without harmonic evidence surrou nding the event, altered notes have 
taken their di atonic nomenclature. 
14 
CTA 
Introduction 
Composed by J. Heath, "CTA" is a 32 bar AABA form in the key ofBb. The solo chord 
changes are based on Gershwin ' s " I Got Rhythm" 1• The tempo markjng is at ~ =240 . 
Table lA 
Beat I analysis. CT A 
Table I B 
Beat 3 ana lysis CT A 
B: FIGURES I THROUGH SO ARE IN THE TREBLE CLEF IN 
TI-l E KEY OF Bb AND HAVE A KEY SIGNAT URE OF TWO FLATS. 
1 
··1 Go1 Rh)1hm" chord changes sec "CTA" Appendix VI p92 bars 1-32 
15 
2 Cm
7 F 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
Analys is 
Table 2A 
Bars 1-8 CTA 
3 Dm7 
~ 
Figure I : Bars 1 & 3 CTA 
G7 
F. r-
In Figure I-Bar2, the Ab o n beat 3 appears in the table as the #9"' ofF7. However thi s is 
the beginning of a rhythmic moti ve bui lt a round a harmonic generalization involving the 
tonic chord Bb. The Ab and Fin thi s case act as an enclosure of the A natural on beat 4 
w hich in tum is a leading tone (DHE) to the tonic of the generalizati o n-Bb on the 
downbeat of Bar 3 
In Figure 1-bar 3, the Bb on beats I and 3 appear in the table as the #5~' and #9'11 of the 
written chords. However this is the continuation of the afore mentioned moti ve and 
represents the tonic of a Bb generali zation (EXMD) 
4 Cm
7 F 5 
,f ~ ~ 
Figure 2: Bar 4 CTA 
Figure 2 represents a continuation of the motive from figure 1. (EXMD) 
16 
6 Eb7 Ab7 7 Dm7 G7 8 Cm1 
p7 
'ffrrlr ~ 
Figure 3: Bars 6-8 CTA. 
Figure 3-Bars 6-8, represents a continuati on of the Bb generalizati on/ motive. (EXMD) 
9 Bb 
l 
F 
Table 28 
Bars 9- 16 CTA 
G7 
¥ p u l 
10 Cm1 
I r· 
Figure 4: Bars 9 & 10 CTA 
p7 
Jl 
In Figure 4, the Eb on beat 3 appears in the table as the #Stl' of the G7, however this part 
of the ongoing Bb generalizati on and is an embell ishment of the F on the upbeats forming 
a cadenti al poi nt on the downbeat of bar 10. (EXM D) 
Figure 5: Bar 13 CTA 
17 
In Figure 5, from beat 3 the phrase ascends the Bb major pentatonic scale from the 13th to 
the 3'd, 01-lE to the 3'd o n the upbeat of beat 4 . 
14 E~7 A~7 
Figure 6: Bar 14 CTA 
In Figure 6, from beat I the phrase descends the Eb 7 chord from the 9"' . A DHE to the 
5th on beat 2. 
F B~ 15 Cm7 16 1 -a___., 
I E F 8p r ~fj J ~j I iJ qj JJ U f 
Figure 7: Bar 15 & 16 CTA 
In Figure 7-ba r 15, beats I and 3 appear in the table as the 9th and l ith of the written 
cho rd s. However, the note choice o n beats I and 2 strongly indicate G7 and t he note 
cho ice for 3 and 4 inT,IY the Cm7 by use of the F bebop scale. In FM , beats I and 3 
become the 5th and 7 t ofG7 and Cm7. This is a form of superimposition o r 
"backcycling" where the V chord is superimposed to create a del ay in the resolu tion of a 
phrase. 
In Figure 7-bar 16, the Eb on beat 1 appears in the tab le as the 11 "' of the Bb chord . Thi s 
is the goal note of the chromatic passage started on beat 4 bar IS 
(F bebop sca le), and as such is more indicative of F7. There is then an enclosure of the 
Don beat 2 from which an F 13 arpeggio is ascended. The phrase finds resolution on the 
toni c on beat 4 . In this case the no te choice for beats I and 3 woul d represent the ih and 
s"' of an implied F7. 
18 
23 I 24 
11!h :lqth 
qth maJth 
Table 2C 
Bars 17- 24 CTA 
18 D1 
Figure 8: Bar I ~ CTA 
In Figure 8, the Bon beat 3 appears in the table as the 13th of the written chord. It is the 
goal note of the enclosure started on the upbeat of I and as such is strongly indicative of 
G7. In HFM thi s is the 3"' of a G7 chord implied 2 beats early. 
19 ~ 20 ~ 
.o qo J o a c r 1r11 r r t r OEY w 
Figure 9: Bars 19 & 20 CTA 
In Figure 9-Bar 19, theE and A (beats I & 3) appear in the table as the 13 th and 9th ofG7 
and in this case that is what they are (EX). However, given the evidence of the Fmaj9 
arpeggio in th is bar, the solo ist is thinking Fmaj7 as an inversion of the G 13 (o r 
suspension of t he Dmin9) in any case the result is the same, a strong outl ine of GI3/9. 
Figure 9-bar 20, the G augmented triad played from bea t 3 increases the dri ve toward 
C7 .(EX) 
19 
23 F' 24 ~>crurrrrtr 
Figurd U: Bars 23 & 2~ CTA . 
In Figure I 0, the 13'" and 9'" fa lling on beats I and 3 crea te a DHE to the 7'" on beat 2 
and the II~~ on beat 4 (EX). The II~~ acts as a pivot to the goal on the downbea t of bar 24. 
25 Bb G 7 Cm7 F' 2~F ~ ~ _.--.. I> ~ 26 
' tZt r II r cJ r J; I f ~r F t r ,1lp I 
Figure II : Bars 24-26 CTA 
In Figure II , the #9'" on beat I creates tension precipitating the interva ll ic rhyt hmic 
motive started on the upbeat of beat 2 (EXMD). As is evident in the subsequent bars. the 
rhythmic moti ve from the upbeat of beat 2 involves the 3'd and tonic of implied 
descending chromatic dominant 7~' chords as a tension device intended for resoluti on at a 
later point. In this case theE on beat 3 is the tonic of an implied E7 chord. 
20 
Table 2D 
Bars 25-32 CT A 
~ B O OG' § 26 Cm7 F 
II F cJ F ~If ptf'l(! z'lp I 
Figure 12: Bars 25 & 26 CTA 
In Figure 12-bar 25, beat 1 appears in the table as the 13'11 of the written chord . In FM it is 
the continuance of the motive from fig . II and as such is the 3'd of an implied Eb7 chord . 
Beat 3 is the 3'd of an impli ed D7 (EXMD). 
Figure 12-bar 26, the descending dominant moti ve is continued with beat 1 being the 3'd 
of an im plied Db7 and beat 3, the 3'd of an implied C7 (EXMD). 
Dm7 G7 Cm7 F 27 28 < ~ E r9EJrsJ JPJ&J lqJ&J JPJ J~JPJ J 
Fif,'llre 13: Ba rs 27 & 28 CTA 
Figure 13-bar 27,: represents the conclusion of the motive dominating the previous bars. 
The Eb on beat 1, is the commencement of a DHE via a chromatic approach to reso lution 
on the 3"1 of the G7, bea t 3. 
In Figure 13-bar 28, the 13th on beat I represents a D HE via a chromatic approach to the 
tonic of the F7 on beat 3 . 
21 
Z9 Bb 30 Eb7 Ab7 
I J Jq) J~J ~B I&C1 t 
Figure 1-1: Bars 29 8:30 CTA 
In Figure 14-bar 29, beat 3 appears in the table as the ll'h of the written cho rd. Th is, 
however is a HFM device and is the tonic of the Eb7 in bar 30 implied two beats early. 
The 5th and 3'd o f the Eb7 are played o n beat 4 as an approach to the downbeat of ba r 30. 
In Figure 14-bar 30, the implied cycle of4ths is cont inued with the tonic of an Ab7 on 
beat I and the to nic of a Db7 on the upbeat. The Db here also works in HFM as the #5'h 
of the upcoming F7 chord in bar 3 1. 
Table 2E 
Bars 33-40 CT A 
33 B b G7 34 Cm1 F 
II~F qiO f A l~f t &r F ' w t 
Figure 15: Bnrs 33 & 34 CTA 
Figure 15-bar 33 - 34, represent s part of a rhythmic motive start ed in bar 32 2and is the 
resu lt of a harmonic generalization involvi ng the #9'h , b9th and b7°' of the tonic cho rd Bb 
(EXMD). 
' See score appcndi' II 
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35 Dm7 G7 36 Cm7 Fl 
f, ~t ' t ' 1 Rg r ' r 
Figu re 16:Bars 35-36 CTA 
Figure 16-bar 35, represents the medial point in the development of the motive from 
figure 1 5, a harmonic generalization involving the #9tl' of the tonic chord Bb on beat I 
and the l l 'h of the toni c on beat 3 (EXMD). Thi s phrase is also an enclosure of the D o n 
the downbeat of bar 36. 
ln Figure 16-bar 36, the D on beat I appears in the table as the 9'h of the written chord, 
however this is based on the o ngoing Bb generalization. ln this case the Dis the 3'd of the 
tonic chord Bb, the F on beat 2 is the 5'h . 
37 B~ 38 E~7 A~7 39 Dm7 G7 
I Pt flIt f fi,J IJ j 
Figure 17: bars 37-39 CTA 
Figure 17, represents the conclusion oft he phrase started in figure 15 . The tension is 
maintained across the three bars by the continuing use of the Bb general ization. From bar 
3 7 the phrase is harmonically derived from the Bb mi xolydian scale descending from the 
ll'h and resolving on the 4tl' on beat 2 bar 39, g ivi ng this conclusi ve phrase a suspended 
quality (EX). 
40 Cm7 Fl 
~f, l J ~J &r r ~r f 
Figure 18: bar 40 CTA 
In Figure 18, the Ab on beat 3 appears in the table as the b9'h of the written chord . 
However g iven the evidence of the note choice through thi s bar, the phrase is another 
example of harmoni c generalization outlining the 4tl', # I l th , 7tl', tonic and b9'h of the 
tonic chord Bb (EX). 
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4 2 4J 4 4 ? "  45 46 47 48 I Bar I 41 
Bea t I 
Bea t 3 
. I llh l .,n, h(/, o', " 
- <) '  7" -~ ]l :.7 Jl l)lll Ill ..__1 ..,lh 
Table 2F 
Bars 41 -48 CTA 
41 B~ q G7 ~ d 
1111r tr f; ' r r 
Figur<: 19: Bars 41 CTA 
In Figure 19, beats I and 2 represent the repetition of the phrase from bea t 3 Fig 17 up an 
octave (EXMD). 
' Cm' p " • ' .. "' • ~Cm' p 
l Q &r f ~r F ll1ltl b ¥ r r f r E ur ur 
46 E~7 A~7 : ~m7 G7 44 Qn1 F' 45 B~ 
r f F rt Ef,E~r It F E Ft r1?r I p 1 I r 'i~w ~ cter~r 1 Jl 
' On7 F' 488~ db DJ;J I I jl y ~ <0 D' ,,~ >0 D' Jl411- Rnan1mrngrra 
Figure 20 bars 42-48 CTA 
Figure 20- Bars 42-48 (bracketed): This long passage of elaborate chro mati cism 
represents the cumulative effect of harmonic generalization. When the note choice on 
bea ts one and three of each bar are assessed in relation to a Bb tonality an int eresting 
pa tt ern emerges. 
Bar 42- map'" and 13'" 
Bar 43- I I" and # II'" 
Bar44- 3"1 and # II '" 
Bar45- 9'" and I 1'" 
Bar 46-3rd and tonic 
Bar-47-tonic and to nic 
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The tonal coherency of thi s passage is achieved by ornate chromatic embellishment o f 
chord tones and scale steps of Bb maj tonality emphasized on beats I and 3 of the bar. 
The "anchoring" of Bb tonality may be seen to occur in bars 42, 44, 46 and 4 7, where 
chord tones are emphasized. 
In Figure 20-bar 48, the ant ici pated A on beat I appears in the table as the 7'h of the 
Bbmaj . However, given the Bb generalization of the previous bars the A is more 
ind icati ve o f F7 and crea tes a delayed cadential effect, though somewhat unresolved by 
the leading tone A resolving to the JJ'" on beat 3 (EX). 
1 ~th ;• .;;t h 
Table 2G 
Bars 49-56 CTA 
51 G1 52 G1 ,-a.--, ' 
.k eJ ] J J ~j J J ~J I i J J J '1J kfijj J S 
Figure 21: bars 5 I -52 CTA 
In Figure 2 1- bar 5 1, the Eon beat 3 is a DHE to the tonic on beat 4 . 
ln Figure 2 1-bar 52, beat 3 uses the emphasis on the #5th to increase the dri ve towa rd C7 
(EX). 
55 
~ 
F' 56 F' 
~~ b u r r r 1 Ef&& J 
Figure 22 : Bars 55-56 CTA 
ln Figure 22-bar 55, the 9'" on beat I represents a diatonic enclosure of the to nic on beat 
3 (DHE) 
ln Figure 22-bar 56, the Gb on beat I appears in the table as the b9lh of F7. However due 
to the note cho ice of the subsequent phrase, the Gb represents the 3rd of a superimposed 
Ebmll . The Ab on beat 3 rep resents the I 1'" of the Ebm I I (EX). 
25 
57 B~ 
~ 
3 
I ,th ·•qth b" 11 
1~11\ :·9th -
Table 2H 
Bars 57-64 CTA 
G7 Cm7 F Dm7 G7 
&JfJ J) I~EE~J!r f E E F 5I:J~j J J 
Figure 23 : Bars 57-59 CTA 
Figure 23-bars 57-59: The phrase across these bars is a further development of the 
Ebm l I su~ension (see bar 56: fig 21) via an intervallic rotation pattern invo lving the 
II '" and 3 , to nic and 7tl' .(EXMD) 
50 Cm7 F 61 BD 
1 fJ JJ cr fJ 1 f r r r J J J z 
Figure 24: Bars 60-6 1 CTA 
In Figure 24, beats I & 3 bar 60 appear in the table as the Sths o f the wti tten cho rds. 
However this is a continuation of the intervallic rotation pattern from tig :23 and 
rep resents a descending chromatic shift in the harmonic formula involvi ng the I 1'" and 
3" , tonic and 7tl' of a superimposed Dm II . Bar 61 is the continuation of thi s suspension 
(EXMD). 
62 E~7 A~7 ll 6-h Cm? 
b~~J jQ~E F [! pP 7 t 
F 
s 
Figure 25 : Bars 62-63 CTA 
Figure 25 represents a fu rther descending chromatic development of the minor I I 
suspension thi s time in vo lving the I I th and 3'd , to nic and 7'" of Dbm I I (EXMD). 
26 
Table 21 
Bars 65- 72 CT A 
Figure 26:B3r 65 CTA 
ln Figure 26, the Bb on beat 3 appears in the tab le as the #9'" of G7, but is the to ni c of a 
Bb generalization. 
67 Dm7 (JT 68 Cm1 F 3 _, 
I ~F ~F F t E t ~E tf ISO r r J dE ~f f1 
Figure 27: Bars 67 -6H CTA 
Figure 27-bar 67 represents a phrase often used in Bebop language and is a Bb hannonic 
generalization. Beat I of bar 67 is the #9'" of the implied Bb maj (DHE) moving 
chromati cally to the 5'11 on beat 3. A chromatic approach to the 3'd of an implied Bbmaj 
on beat I bar 68 to a diatonic approach to the tonic on beat 3. 
Figure 2ll : Bar 69 CT A: 
In Figure 28, the 13 '" falling on beat 3 (EX) is the goal note resulting fro m the cyclic 
quadru plet on beat I. This phrase was so o ften used in bebop language that players often 
refer to it as " the Bebop lick" and so is part of everyday usage in terms of modern Jazz 
playing. 
27 
7 ~ Dm7 GT 72 Cm1 F' 
I cT Ei r~r~EJ l~r F r~r JJ JOI 
Figure 29: Bar 71-72 CTA 
In Figure 29-bar 71 , the lith on beat I represents a DHE to the 3'd on beat 2. The 13'11 on 
beat 3 represents a DHE to the 511' on beat 4 . 
In Figure 29-bar 72, the B on beat I appears in the table as the #7'h o f the written chord . 
However this represents an enclosure of the tonic on beat 2 (DHE). 
Table 2J 
Bars 73- 80 CT A 
74 Cm7 F' 
lJqj~J J~Jl i t 
Figure 30: Bar 74 CTA 
In Figure 30, the F on beat 1 appears in the table as the 1111' of the Cm7. However in FM , 
the subsequent use of the F bebop scale implies that the F is the tonic of a suspended F7 
moving chromatically to the b5111 ofF7 on beat 3. 
75 Dm1 G7 76 Cm1 F' 
dqJ J~J I~D JJ cF fli 
Figure 31: Bars 75 - 76 CTA 
ln Figure 3 1-bar 75, the b5th on beat I represents a DHE to the 711' on beat 4. 
In Figure 3 1-bar76, the I 1111 on beat 3 is the result of diatonic generalization (Cdorian) 
28 
EP7 AP7 
78 r-8__,~ 
lcrrff 
Figure 32: Bar 78 
In Figure 32, the Bb' s on beat I and 3 appear in the table as the 5'" and 9'" of the written 
chords. However thi s is an example of HFM and is a cadential phrase is built around Bb 
tonality . 
88 
Table 2K 
Bars 8 1- 88 CT A 
F' 
-~r r 1 ~r r Er gil 
Figure 33:Bar gsCTA 
In Figure33, the b9'" on beat I represents the beginning of a cyclic quadruplet and DHE 
to beat 3. 
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Table 2L 
Bars 89- 96 CT A 
91 Dm1 G7 92 Cm1 F 
It P JsJ~Jd l,l.J&J )J J J,lJ J I 
Figure 3~ : Bars 9 1-92 
In Figure 34, the phrase beginning on beat 2 bar 91 represents a DHE to the 5'h ofCm7 
on beat 2 bar 92. with a subsequent DHE to the 3rd of F7 on beat 4 bar 92. 
93 B~ 94 E~1 A~7 95 Cm7 F7 
f, &c r rJ r r qr r It br r tr 8F f r r I c r E! r t 
Figure 35: Bars 93-95 CTA 
In Figure 35-bar 93 , the 11°' on beat 3 is the result of diatonic generalization (Bb 
mixolydian) (EX). 
In Figure 35-bars 94-95, theE on beat I and the D on beat 3 bar 94 and the Don beat I 
bar 95 appear in the tab le as the b9th , b5th and 9th of the wri tten chords. However these 
two ba rs are built around a Bb generali za ti on. The evidence for this comes from the two 
elaborate enclosures of the D (3 'd of Bbmaj). 
From beat I bar 94 is DHE to beat 3, then an appoggiatura to the D on beat I bar 95 
ending the phrase in an unresolved manner on the 9'" of the implied Bb on beat 3 (EX). 
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Table 2M 
Bars 97- I 04 CT A 
97Bb CP 
\Jll3 7 JJ? 
Figure 36: Bar 97 CT A 
ln Figure 36, the Db on beat I and the Ab on the upbeat of beat 2 appear in the table as 
the #9'" and b9'" of the written chord. However this phrase is a fragment of the B major 
pentatoni c scale and has its tension origins fTom being the tritone of F7 (EX). 
99 Dm1 G7 100 C~1 F 
It .O~r:rFIIUEfrO:rl 
Figure 37: Bars 99-1 00 CTA 
ln Figure 37-bar 99 beat 3 appears in the table as the 9'" of the written chord . However 
given the evidence of the note choice of the subsequent phrase, I" inversion F7, beat 3 is 
the 3'd of an implied F7 (HFM). 
In Figure 37-bar I 00 beat3 represents a DHE to the 3"' on beat 4 . 
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Table 2N 
Bars 105- 11 2 CTA 
105 B l> GT 
II r· J&J] I v I 
Figur~ 3~ : Bar 105 CTA 
Figure 38: This motive is built arou nd a Bb generalization. The Ab on bea t 3 is a DHE to 
the F on the upbeat (anti cipation of beat 4) 
107 Dm7 G7 108 Cm1 FT 
'1•4 JO•fJ.J J 11M JJ ~~ 
Figur~ 39: Bars 107-1 08 CTA 
In Figure 39, beat I bar 107, appears in the table as the b5°' of the written chord . 
However this is the conclusion to the rhythmic motive, which had its origins in Fig 
3 7(see sco re Appendix VT p92-bars I 00- 1 07). T he subsequent phrase through I 07- 108 
continues the Bb generalization with a DHE via a chromatic run that has as it s goal, the 
Bb o n beat 4 bar I 08. 
El>7 
110 AP7 
.D &Jilj J J&J] l 
Figure 4U: Bar I I U CTA 
Figure 40 is a continuance of the Bb generalizati on with a DHE to the to ni c on beat 2 and 
the 5'11 on the upbeat of3 (anticipation of beat 4). 
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BP . 112
7 
c r:qr ry~r~t 
Figure <II : Bar I lL L IA 
Figure 41 represents a DHE to the tonic, beat 4 . 
H9th I 1'" 0 1 I , ,h 
Table 20 
Bars 113- 120 CTA 
Figure 42: Bar 11 3 CTA 
In Figure 42, from the 5th o n beat I is a DHE via a descending chromatic line to the tonic 
on the downbeat of bar 114. 
114 D1 115 G1 
.o f F r f 9£J ~J J I J J ~j J c F t; 
Figure 43: Bars I 14-11 5 CTA 
Figure 43 represents the tonic on beat I bar I 14 to an enclosure of the 3"' of an implied 
G7 on beat 3 (HFM) to an enclosure of the 7th on beat I bar 115. From beat 2 the phrase 
outlines a Gl3/9 chord as in bar 19: fig 9. 
33 
IJ6 G7 117 
If' qft r I 
Figure 4-1: Bar 11 6 CTA 
In Figure 44, beat 3 appears in the table as the 13tl' of the wri tten chord . However in HFM 
it is the J 'd of an implied C7 . 
C' F 120 F va ~ q I> 119 
I PI vr r 
1
, I~z~zP(f f F 
Figure -15: Bars 11 8- 120 CT A 
In Figure 45, the G on the upbeat of 4 bar I 17 3 initiates a descending motive that is 
displaced in bar 119 and concludes on beat 3 bar 120. (EXMD) 
Bar 
Beat I 
Beat 3 
12 1 122 123 
.! ()111 h()lh h0\11 
;; SJI\ ;, 5 .~: .. <)Ill 
Table 2P 
Bars 12 1-128 CT A 
!21 B l> G7 
!M fr r 
Figure -16: Bar 121 CT A 
Figure 46 represent s the commencement of a rhythmic motive involving the #9'" , II'" 
and tonic (subsequent bars) of a Bb harmonic generalization (EXMD) .. 
' Sec score appendix II 
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122 Cm7 Fl 123 Dm7 G7 
·kT r F r~r=l[f I [j 1 ~v 
Figure 47: Bars 122-1 23 CTA 
Figure 47 rep resents the development of the rhythmic motive fro m fi g: 45 (EXMD). 
125 B~ 
~ E 
Figure 48: bar 125 CTA 
In Figure 48, the I I~. on beat I moving to the 3'd on beat 3 represents the cadential point 
of the phrase beg inning in fig : 45 (DHE). 
126 E~7 A~7 Cm7 Fl 127 
~ ~E t f t I kr ~r ~E I ~r F E ~r 
Figure 49: bars 126-1 27 CTA 
In Figure 49-bar I 26, the Db on beat 3 represents a DH.E to the F o n beat 4, which 
represents the 7~' of an implied G7. The evidence for this lies in the accented notes in the 
subsequent bar. 
In Figure 49-bar 127, the Eb on beat I is a DHE to Don beat 2 via an enclosure an 
represent s the 5'h of an implied G7. The B on beat 3 is the 3'd of the G7 
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I Bar 
I ~9 [13o ]1" ~~ 
" I I I I I I I !I tl '>tll I 1th 
Table 2Q 
Bars 129-131 CTA 
129 Bb G7 130 Cm
7 F' 131 Dm1 G7 
~ lr F f I r· )JJ t F r u 
Fig ure 50: Bars 129- 13 1 CTA 
Figu re 50, Barlow concludes the solo with a quote- " Lester Leaps in"4 This represents a 
harmonic generalization of the tonic key Bb. (EXMD). 
Conclusion 
It is clear that Barlow approaches the A and B sections ofCTA differently. The A 
~ections contain a hi gher proportion of examples of EXMD , than do the B sections, due 
largely to a predi lect ion for creating tension over the A sections and releasing the tension 
on the B sections. This tension over the A sections is oft.en derived from Barlow's abi li ty 
ro create pedal points (albei t subconsciously) over which are weaved chromatic motives 
(as in Fig 20) or motives based on harmonic generalization (as in Fig 15-1 7). The B 
sections are contrasted with the A by Barlow' s preference fo r more conventional or less 
motive based improvising over the B sections, which resu lt s in a higher proportion of one 
and three chord tone events. 
' ·· Lester Leaps ln .. by Lester Young. Another " I Got Rhythm .. based composition. 
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ANGEL EYES 
ll1troduction 
Composed by .Brent/Dennis in the 1940's "Angel Eyes" has a 32 bar AABA form and 
is in the key of Dminor . The tempo marking is at : 
~ =58 
Table I A: bea t I Analysis AE 
Table IB : Beat 3 Analysis AE 
NB: FIGURES 1 THROUG H 16 ARE IN THE TREBLE CLEF, IN 
THE K EY OF D MINOR AND HAVE A KEY SIGNATURE OF ONE 
FLAT. 
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ANALYS IS 
Bars 1-8 AE 
2 Dm7 A7 
t]jj MffrffiTF(frf Frrrpl I 
Figure I: Bar 2AE 
In Figure I, beat! finds the 9'h suspended across the ba r (EX) as the target of the 
rhythmic motive started on beat 2 bar I (see score Appendix Vll). This shifts the 
harmonic and rhythmic emphasis to the next target note; A, on beat 3. T hi s appears in the 
table as the tonic of the written A7. However, due to the harmoni c evidence of the rest of 
bar 2, whi ch is di atonic D natura l minor in essence and contains no C#' s that would 
indicate the A 7 implicatio n, points to the conclusion that the A on beat 3 is the S'h of a 
Dmin generalization. 
4 F.m7P5 A7 
1 r:: r r I P c; f?!r J qJ JW w ~ad J 1 
Figure 2: Bar 4 AE 
Tn Figure 2, the #5 on beat 3 begins an elabo rate sequence o f chord implication that is 
essentially an embellishment of the #5. Fro m F on beat 3, the ph rase outlines a 3.-d 
in version Emin triad, to a cyclic quadrup let that implies the tonic and 7'" (Eb and Db) of 
an Eb7, the last note F, resolving chromatically toE on the downbeat o f bar 5. 
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B b7 A7 
5 Dm7 
~J t '! J J J = ~; d ,lj j d J 
Figure 3: Bar 5: AE 
In figure 3, the 9'11 on beat I (EX) represents the close of the phrase from Fig:2 
G7 
Dm7 .-llr .-~ ilwnu'nr[HcH"'""JJJngn F 
Figure 4 Bar 6 AE 
In Figure 4, from beat I the Gb to Ab then F to G represents a " side slip" commencement 
of thi s elabo rate enclosure of the Fin the next beat. The Dl-IE to beat 2, is further 
displaced by the target, F, corning off the beat. The sense of resolution is again disp laced, 
this time ham1onica lly, by the F not being the 3'd of the Dmin but instead being implied 
as the s"' of a Bb6 arpeggio. The E and Eb in beat 2 connect chromatically to the C in 
beat 3. The D on beat 3 appears in the table as he 5th of the G7, however, this is a 
suspension of the Dmin here as evidenced by the Drn7 arpeggio (C, A, F , D) making the 
Don beat 3 the to nic of an implied Dm7. 
Em7P5 A7 
r-- 3 :------, . 
7 .J J d] qj $J ' &J J j j 
Figure 5: Bar 7 AE 
In figure 5, the F on beat I appears in the table as the b9 of the Em7b5 chord. However, 
g iven the evidence of the subsequent note choice (Bb, D, Ab, F.), this is the 5'11 of a 
superi mposed Bb7. 
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8 Dm1 A7 
1~3 J J ~JP-
Figure 6: Bar 8 AE 
Figure 6 represents the rhythmic consequence to bar 7. The 9th on beat I and anticipated 
on beat 3 (EX) leave the 8th bar with an unresolved quality of expectation . 
Bars 9- 16 AE 
Dm7 Bb7 A7 
9 
II 1 jJJJ. ]:fPJ;]. J1 
Figure 7: Bar 9 AE 
In Figure 7, the G on beat 3 appears in the table as the I 3°' of the Bb7 but is really part of 
a phrase built around an implied Dm I 1/6/9. The G on beat 3 and Eon beat 4 being the 
accented notes in thi s phrase are the I l'h and 9th of the implied chord (EX). 
10 Dm1 A7 
~:JJJ1J. ~jf@ t 
Figure 8: Bar 10 AE 
Figure 8 represents the rhythmic consequence to bar 9 . The 9'h on beat I is a DHE to the 
S'h o n beat 2. The Ab appears in the table as the #7 Of the A 7 chord anticipated for beat 3 
but actua lly represents a blues inflection of D minor implication, which makes it the b5 
passing tone to G . 
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13 Dm1 
n~JJaaen 
Figur~ 9:Bar 13 A£ 
In Figure 9, the ll'h on beat I is a DHE to the last note of the phrase (A) . 
15 Em1~5 A7 
J LWJJ~}:P ~~~ 
~ 
Figure 10: Bnr 15 AE 
Figure 10, Beatl, the Ab appears in the table as the Maj 3'd of the Emin7b5 chord . 
However, g iven the evidence oft he same intervallic structure being used over the A 7 in 
this bar (a half step down) leads to the conclusion that beat I is the 7'11 of an implied Bb7. 
This conclusion is fur1her supported by the Bb7 implication in figure 5. 
4 1 
Bars 17-24 AE 
- Figure II : Bar 17 AE 
In Figure I I, bea ts I and 2 represent the hannonic and rhyt hmic conclusion to bar 16 
(see score) and has more to do with D being a common tone from bar 16 than an attempt 
to play the chord change. This combinati on of notes on beats I and 2 has the effect of 
suspending the F7 over the Cm7 and so is more of a generalization or a HFM device. 
Em7b5 A7 
~ 
Figure 12: Bar 2~ AE 
In Figure 12, the A on the upbeat of I appears in the table as the delayed 11 '11 of the 
Em7b5 cho rd. However, owing to the harmonic evidence in beat 2 o f the chromatic 
enclosure of the G (7111 of A) then the enclosure of theE on beat 3 (5111) , points to the 
conclusion that the A on beat I is the tonic of an implied A 7. 
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?7 I 28 
qth •::;lh 
ff" 11 a ;/911 
Table 2D 
Bars 25-32 AE 
A7 BP7 
Dm
7 
r81 r-8 irr frg)r!j jJ. ~ j. n 
Figure 13: Bar 25 AE 
In Figu re 13, the A on beat 3 appears in the tabl e as the Maj7 of the Bb7 chord. However 
this is part of a D blues sca le inflected phrase and as such the A is the 5tl' of a suspended 
Dmin . 
Bm7b5 
Figure 14: Bar 27 AE 
In Figure 14, the tuplet commencing wi th the 91h and finding resolution on the G (DHE), 
whi ch appears in the table as the #5 of Bm7b5 chord anticipated, owes its dia tonic quality 
to the Bm7b5 being the 151 inversion of a G9 chord . The G may now be seen as the tonic 
of an im plied G7. 
28 Em7b5 A7 
WWlrEEWctE r4JJJJJ§jjjJJJ d1 
Figure 15: Bar 28 AE 
In Figure I 5, the phrase ascends a C mixo lydian scale, implying this Em 7b5 as a l" 
inversion C9. The Con beat I appears in the table as the # 5 of the Em7b5 but is actua ll y 
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the tonic of an implied C7.The Con beat 3 appears in the table as the #9 of the A7. 
However, as evidenced by the Dmin arpeggio later in the beat, it is more like the 7'" of an 
implied Dmin chord , delaying the A 7 implication to the Db on beat 4 . 
30 
ft 
Dm7 -- G7 JJJ~JAI;knrrr"fFktl~r u: 1 
Figure 16: Bar 30 AE 
In Figure 16, the G from beat 4 bar 29 (circled), appears in the table as the I 1'11 
anti cipated for beat I bar 30 and is the result of a blues phrase in bar 29 1. The A o n beat 3 
ap pears in the table as the 9'11 of the G7 chord . However, given the evidence of the 
chromati c enclosure of the F and the Dmin triad arpeggio later in the beat, the A on beat 
3 is the 5'11 of an implied Dmin7. 
I Bar 
Beat 3 
RJrl b 
Conclusion 
Table 2E 
Bar 33 AE 
There are severa l traits that can be identified within thi s solo . It appears that within 
ba ll ads there is a higher ratio of one and three chord tone events than in the studied 
vehicles that ha ve a faster tempo. The reasons for this will be discussed in the summary 
conclusion of this paper. Other qualities include a fondness for accenting the 9'11 on 
Minor 7 chords, superimposing the Bb7 chord over the Em7b5 (see Fig 5 & I 0) and 
treating m7b5 chords as 151 inversion dominant 7 (see Fig 15). 
1 Sec score appendix Ill 
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TIN TIN DEO 
Introduction 
Composed by Walter Fuller, Tin Tin Deo is a classic from the Dizzy Gillespie 
Afro/Cuban period It has a 48 bar AABC form and is in the key of F Minor. The tempo 
marking is at : 
J=120 
tt tE I; I ~"' I!'" I ~'"m'" I ~ I'" I ~s'" 
Table I A: Beat I Analysis TTD 
NB: FIGURES I THROUG H 16 ARE IN THE TREBLE CLEF IN 
THE KEY OFF M INOR AN D HAVE A KEY SIGNATURE OF FOUR 
FLATS. 
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ANA LYSIS 
Bars 1-8 TTD 
2 
D b7 C' Fm1 FmjEb 
r-::-----: 8 -----, r 8 --, 3 r 8 --, fffrf£fff
1 
fEr r vr ~tp I ~ 
8 
Figure I: Bars 2-3 TID 
Figurel-Bar 3, beat I. This part of the phrase accents the I 1'" of the Fmin7 as pa rt of the 
rhythmic motive started in bar 2, making use of the F min pentatonic scale, representi ng a 
DHE to the tonic on the 3'd beat. 
8 
Figure 2: Bar ~ TID 
In Figure 2, beat I, the maj7 moving to the tonic then up the Db triad has the effect of 
displacing the melodic contour of this line (DMC). The 9"' of D7 moving to the 3'd of the 
C7 ahead of the 3'd beat continues the displacement of the line. 
46 
7 
BP7 Eb7 
m 
AP7 DP7 
8 ' 
, rrrcrar· 
Figur~ 3: Bars 7-8 TID 
The F on beat 4 in Figure 3-Bar 7, appears in the table as the anticipation of I, bar 8. 
However this is part of a rhythmic motive based on a harmonic generalization invol vi ng 
the F minor penta tonic and as such is actually the root of the Fmin or tonic chord 
Table 2B 
Bars 9- 16 TTD 
Table 2B: No analysis. These are all one and three chord tone events. 
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Table 2C 
Bars I 7-24 TTD 
n p p7 cr 
d J ~J J ~w J J ~J ~J ~w ~J ~JJ'--'.0 
Figure 4 : Bar 18 TTD 
In Figure 4,the G on beat I appears in the tab le as the # I I oft he Db7. However, thi s is 
another example of harmonic generalizat ion built around a suspended Calt chord . The G 
is the S'h ofCalt with the #9 (Eb) on beat 3 being an enclosure(D HE) of the 3'd (E) 
moving to the b9 then back to a suspension of the #9 before heading to resolut ion on the 
5'" of the Fmin7 on beat I bar I 9 . 
24 A P1 D P7 
!!:~ 
-r r f'1r r rbr esc Ftt:& 
Figure 5: Bar 24 TTD 
In Figure S,the Bb on beat I appears in the table as the 9°' of the Ab7 chord. However 
thi s is another harmonic generalization bui lt around the Calt . In this case the Bb on beat I 
is the 7'" of the Calt chord, movi1:§ through the #5 ,5 ,and I I •h Beat 2 incorporates a 
chromat ic embelli shment of the 3 (E natural ). Beat 3 emphasizes the # 9°' ( Eb) on the 
downbeat then encloses the 9'h before a chromatic approach to the 3'd of a C aug triad on 
beat 4 ( DHE to beat 4) . This entire bar is an example of HFM o utlining the C7 a bar 
ahead . 
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Table 20 
Bar 25-32 TTD 
25 C7~9 26 ~ --. ll JqJ~!dqfiqJJL'lcrf 1 Ef r 
Figure 6: Bars 25-26 TTD 
In Figure 6-Bar 25, the 11 "' on beat I is part of a chromatic enclosure of the 9'" on beat 2, 
which is a DHE that comes with the anticipated 3'd on beat 3. 
In Figure 6-Bar 26, from the upbea t of3 bar 25 is the continuation of the motive, which 
characteri zes this implied tension chord (C 13# I I) by emphasizing the 13 '" on beat I bar 
26 and the # I I anti cipated on beat 3 (EX). 
27 Fm~7 
r r f r r , cr
1
· 
Figure 7: Bar 27 TTD 
Figure 7, further development of the motive started beat 2 bar 25 . The G on beat I and 
the Bb on beat 3 appears in the table as the 9"' and II th of the Fmin #7 cho rd , however, 
due to the note choice form beat I (no Ab ' s to indicate the Fm) this is an extension of the 
C7 making them the 5'" and 7'" of an implied C7. 
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Figure 8: Bar 28 lTD 
Figure 8, represents the reso lution of the tension of the previous bars. The phrase 
beginning wi th the 9"' on bea t 3, serves as an enclosure and a DHE to beat 4 where the 
Fmin #7 chord is arpeggia ted. 
31 Fm~7 
r-:3 ........ ---- 32 fl(C qrf¢ U fEr 1 r r t t r r r r 1 
Figure 9: Bars 3 1-32 lTD 
The Bb on beat 3, Figure 9-Bar 31 , appears in the table as the ll'h of the \vritten chord 
However thi s is the conclusion of the C7 pattern or motive originating on beat 2 bar 30 
(see score) and as such is really the 7'h of a suspended C7. The line finds resolution in the 
7-5 combination on beat I bar 32. 
Table 2 E 
Bars 33-40 TTD 
33 BPmin7 
' ~ ........----... ~ · 
E':tF F'IF'd 
Figure I O: Bar 33 lTD 
Figure I 0, thi s represents a rhythmic motive involving the Ab triad superimposed as a 
I{FM device (outlining the tritone over the II chord) spanning the first two bars o f this 11 
V I (see score) so that I he I l 'h on beats I and 3 are the 5'h an implied Ab tri ad. 
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E i>7 APMaj1 
38 39 
z fflar11r: ur * 
Figure I I: Bars 38-39 TID 
In Figure 11-Bar 38, the Ab on beat3 appears in the table as the 11'" of the written chord, 
however, due to the note choice of the subsequent phrase (Ab Maj7 arpeggio), beat 3 
represents the tonic of a superimposed Ab maj7. (HFM) 
Figure 11 -Bar 39, represents the conclusion of the phrase from bar 38 . The 9'" on beat I 
is a DKE to the resolution point on beat 3.This F, appears in the table as the 13'" of the 
written chord but is really the 3'd of an implied Db7. 
cr 
4
1° I atrr r;l!"&Pr F e ~ r ~ I 
Figure 12: Bar 40 TID 
The #9 on beat 3 in Figure 12 is part of an elaborate enclosure of the 3'd (E) on beat 4. 
The intension is a DHE from beats l and 3 to 2 and 4. This effect is created by the 7'" 
land ing on beat 2 and the 3'd on beat 4 . 
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Table 2 F 
Bars4 1-48 TTD 
41 C7~9 42 qt!r 'r r t a:kr jq@ t J~;J~JJ. ]I 
Figure 13: Bars 41-42 TTD 
Figure 13-Bar 4 1, the 9'" on beat I, is a DHE to the anticipated tonic, beat 3. 
ln Figure 13-Bar 42,the B natural fall in~ on beat I appears in the table as the maj 7 on a 
C7 chord . In forward mo tion it is the 3' of a superimposed G7#5 (from the upbeat of 4 
ba r 41 to the upbeat of I bar 42, Barlow plays a G augmented triad) inferring a cyclic 
delay of the resolution to theE on beat 4 . 
Fm~7 
~ 
43 
7 ;p:Jmr~rrfl 
Figure 14: Bar -13 TTD 
Figure 14, the 131h on beat! (EX) represents a DHE to the tonic on beat 3. 
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44 Fm~1 45 C'~9 ~ ~3~~ ~ 
· t r r [ tf r,F f F 'lr (i J 3 J I f t 
Figure 15: Bars 4-1-45 lTD 
In Figure I 5-Bar 44, the b9 on beat 3 is the sta11 of an enclosure of the toni c on the 3'd 
16'" note of the phrase (DH E). 
Figure I 5-Bar 45, represents the close of the phrase from the previous bar on the b9'"-
(EX), leaving the phrase open for an antecedent phrase in the subsequent bar. 
46 ~· F rt fl 
Figure 16: Bar ~6 lTD 
The F on beat 3 in Figure 16, appea rs in the table as the I 1°' of the C7 cho rd . However 
this is a 1--[FM device using a fragment of the F harmonic minor scale in a cyclic 
quadruplet and as such, the F represents the tonic of an implied Fmin .. 
I Bar 
I E a I 
Conclusion 
Table 2 G 
Bars 49-50 TTD 
Aga in g iven the slow tem po there is a high proponion of one and three chord tone event s. 
Barl ow infuses hi s im provisati ons with triplet based rhythmic figures (see Fig I, 2, 9 & 
I 5) and double ti me rhythmic figu res (see Fig 4, 5, 6, 8, 12 14 & I 5). These double time 
ph rases may be seen to be bridging slower melod ic passages_ Barlow' s pred ilection for 
harmoni c genera li zat ion, dominant chord suspension/ superimposition (see Fig 3, 4, 5,7, 
9, I I, & 13) appear as characteristic of his ballad playing expression. 
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YOU STEPPED OUT OF A DREAM 
Introduction 
Composed by Nacio Herb Brown and Gus Kahn for the 194 1 film " The Zigfield 
Girl"." You Stepped Out of a Dream" is in the Key ofC, has a 32 bar form in two halves 
and has a tempo marking at: 
J=288 
Table 1 A Beat I Analysis YSOAD 
Table I B: Beat 3 Analysis YSOAD 
NB: FIGURES I THROUGH 59 ARE IN THE TREBLE CLEF IN 
T I-l E KEY OF C MAJOR AND HAVE A KEY SIGNATURE OF NO 
SHARPS OR FLATS. 
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Analysis 
Table 2 A 
Bars 1-8 YSOAD 
~ 
Figure I: Bar 5 YSOAD 
In Figure I, the 9°' on beat I represents a Dl-fE via an enclosure of the 3'd on beat 3 
IO 
~ 
Figure 2: Bar 9 YSOAD 
Figure 2, illustrates the close of the phrase1using the same enclosure from fig I with a 
slight rhythmic vari ance 9, 7, 5 to the 3'd on beat 3. (DHE) 
1 C" cc score appendix V 
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12 C' 
l,lJ Jd J J WqJ J I 
Figure 3 Bar 12 YSOAD 
In Figure 3, the F on beat I and the D on beat 3 appear in the table as the 11 °' 
and 9°' of the written chord. However, as the phrase is consecutive cyclic quadruplets it 
appears the intention is a DHE to the downbeat of the next bar, so that beat I comes from 
a harmonic generalization of Fmaj tonality and beat 3 is an enclosure of the Eb on beat I 
ofbar 13 . 
13 Fmaj1 14 ~ 
IE r bE J C E f r 
Figure ~ : Bars 1 3 -l~ YSOAD 
In Figure 4-Bar 13, beats I and 3 appear in the table as the b7°' and 11 °' o f the written 
chord . However, given the evidence of t he ascending Eb major scale through thi s bar 
beats I and 3 are the tonic and 5°' of a superimposed Eb maj chord. 2 
ln Figure 4-Bar 14,the phrase continues ascend ing the Eb major scale to the 9'" of the 
Fmaj7 on beat 3, which initiates a DHE to the tonic on beat 4 . 
:: Sec .. alternate diatonic sa.tle relmionship"' glosSH I! p7 
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Bars 17-24 YSOAD 
Cmaj7 
20 
r ' D f"r F ~r 
Figure 5: Bar 20 YSOAD 
In Figure 5, the F on beat3 is an enclosure of the 3'd (E) on beat 4 . DHE 
21 D~mar 
I ~F r ~r F cJ ~f 
Figure 6: Bar 21 YSOAD 
In Figure 6, beat I, represents a DHE via a cyclic quadru plet involving the 9'h, b9'h and 
tonic with a min3rd leap to the maj7th on beat 3, the 9'h on the upbeat, dropping a half 
step to the b9'h on beat 4 (EX). This note is not a chord tone nor part of any no rmal scale 
and is accented for its surprise value and tension alone. 
24 Eb7 
~rtRrt~r r rt · 
Figure 7: Bar 24 YSOAD 
Figure 7, represents the #9°' going to the 3'd as a tension device or chromatic motive 
(EX). 
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25 
GP7 
1 E :r ~r :r kr ~r ry 
Figure g: Bar 25 YSOAD 
In Figure 8, the emphasis of the Maj7 on beat I, descending the Gb maj7 arpeggio to the 
b9"' is an enterprising mix of tonal color. The Maj7 works here mainly due to the tempo 
and DHE to the 3'd and b9'h beat 2. The Eb on beat 3 appears in the table as the IJ'h of 
the written chord . However, given the note choice of the subsequent phrase (Gb 
diminished scale) thi s is HFM implyi ng the F7 (bar 26) two beats early_ As such the Eb is 
the 7"' of an implied F7 . 
28 G7 
tr r tr r r kr C! 
Figure 9: Bar 28 YSOAD 
In Figure 9, the # 91h on beat I represents a DHE to the tonic o n beat 3. 
30 Em7 N 
J ~J ) qJ ~3 ~J qJ j 
Figure I 0: Bar 30 YSOAD 
In Figure 19, beat I represent s a DHE via an enclosure to the tonic on beat 2. 
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B Cmaf E~7 w . 17 • E f E:t I 
Figure II : Bar 33 YSOAD 
Ln Figure I I, the phrase !Tom beat 3 represents a hannonic generalization. i.e a major 
pentatonic of the tonic chord, c:' 
34 A~7 D~7 j rt:"ttrt r r r 
Figure 12: Bar 34YSOAD 
In Figure 12, the F on beat I and the G on beat 3, appear in the table as the 13u' and bS'" 
of the written chords. However, due to the note choice of the phrase (an enclosure of the 
G, beat 3 and the a subsequent outlining of the 7'" and Su' of a G7) points to the 
conclusion that beats I and 3 to be the 7u' and tonic of an implied G7 (harmonic 
genera lization). 
' Bars 33- 35 arc whm is known as the ··Coltrane turnaround .. i.e a chord [onnula (generally credited to 
Coltrane as the inventor) often used as a substitute over the last two bars of a songs fonn ie: Ill VI II V is 
replaced b~ I. blll 7. bV I7. bll 7 t.hus crem.ing a cycle of j ths that resolves by half step on the r.rst beat of :i:c 
ne\1 choms. Sec score Appendix V. 
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35Cmaj1 
II [ F r1 FEr E 
Figure 13: Bar 35 YSOAD 
In Figure 13,the 9lh on beat 3 represents a DHE to the Maj7 on beat 4 
D~maj1 
37 ~c:r --
' F I ~ 
Figure 14: Bar37 YSOAD 
Figure 14, represents HFM by superimposing an Ab major scale pattem in a rhythmic 
motive, which is perpetuated through the subsequent bars (EXMD). 
38 B~rn7 ~ 39 r · r u 1~r u~r 
40 E~7 
Figure 15: Bars38-40 YSOAD 
Figure 15-Bars 38-40, represent s the medial point of the Ab motive/generalizati on 
(EXMD). 
41 
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Bar 
42 Abmaj7 43 Gm1 
I &JlJ JJ J I J J F t 
Figure 16: bars 41-43 YSOAD 
Figure 16, bar 42, represents the conclusion of the rhythmic motive originat ing in bar 37 
(EXM D). 
Figure 16, bar 43 , beats I -3 represent HFM in a rhythmic motive outlining the 3"' , 4'h 
and tonic of the C7 chord over Gm7. 
48 D1 
lfFrFf t 
Figure 17: Bar 48 YSOAD 
Figure 17, represents the rhyt hmic consequence to the preceding phrase landing on the B 
natura l bea t3. The lead ing tone nature of the Con the upbeat of 2, points to the 
conclusion that the B is the 3rd of an implied G7. 
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49 E~m7 A~7 Dm7 G' 50 Jij ~J ~~ I'16J 3 iJ qJ J 9J ~J II 
Figure I 8: Bars 49-50 YSOAD 
ln Figure 18-Bar 49, from beat 3 the phrase ascends the Gbmaj7 arpeggio (Eb min9 I" 
inversion) rro m the 7'h implying Ab sus/9 (EX). 
In Figure 18-Bar 50, the 9th on beat 3 is a DHE to resolution in the subsequent bar. 
51 cmay 
Figure 19: bar 5 1 YSOAD 
In Figure 19, beat I represents an enclosure of the thi rd on beat 2, DHE. 
Cmaj7 
52 53 D~maf 
1 r r r r r r r ''r 1 - ~ 
Figure 20: Bars 52-53 YSOAD 
In Figure 20-Bar 52, the l l'h on beat 3 represents a DHE to the 3«~ o n beat 4. (The Eb is 
in antici pation of Dbmaj in bar 53) 
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In Figure 20-Bar 53, the 9th on beat 3 represents a DHE to reso lution in the subsequent 
bar but also becomes the target note o f a rhythmic motive developed through subsequent 
bars (see score-Bars 53-58 LX pI 04). 
56 E b7 
~ ~ 
Figure 21: Bar 56 YSOAD 
In Figure 2 1, the 13°' on beat I represents a DHE to the tonic on beat 2. 
Table 2 H 
Bars 57-64 YSOAD 
Gb7 
51f tr ~r kr 
Figure 22: Bar 57 YSOAD 
In Figure 22, the b5 on beat I represents a DHE to the 5th on beat 3. The C (b5) on beat I 
(EX) simply better intervalli c ally than the natural 5°', as it creates the broken Ab tri ad 
(with an intervening Db), giving a strong indication o f Gb 7# I I. 
63 
Cmaf F 
6~ ~ ~ 
Figure 23 : Bar 6 1 YSOAD 
In Figure 23, the 9°' o n beat 3 is the resu lt of a harmonic generalization buil t around 
Eminor pentatonic (EXMD). 
Em1 A1 
62 ~A ~r f> 
' r 
63 
~ 
Dm1 
, ~r r ~r qr 1 
Figure 2-1 : Bars 1>2-63 YSOAD 
In Figure 24-Bar 62-63 , from beat 2, bar 62, the phrase descends a Ebmin7 arpeggio (in 
rela ti on to A 7 gives: Maj3rd, b9111 , 13 111 ) making the Bb on beat 3 the 5'11 of an implied 
Ebmin7 and the Eb o n beat 1, bar 63, the tonic of an implied Ebmin 7. The G# on beat 3, 
bar 63 , is implying the G7 chord 2 beats ahead (HFM) and is a DHE to the #5111 on beat I 
of the subsequent bar. T his phrase may also be construed as a Db 13# I I, the 5'" on beat3 
fo llowed by 3'<1, 13111 and # II'" (EXM.D) . 
64 G7 
~ f> 7 ~ r r r r 
Figure 25 : Bar 64 YSOAD 
Figure 25, beat I is the #5°' of the written chord (EX). Beat 3 is a DHE to beat I of the 
subsequent bar. 
64 
Bars 65-72 YSOAD 
65 Cmaj1 E P7 66 AP1 
· 1"rT"E E E!Pr~ 11- t 
Figure 26: Bars 65-66 YSOAD 
In Figure 26-Bar 65, beat I and 3 appear in the table as the #9°' and 9'" of the written 
chords. However due to the note choice and the fact that the form is in the last two bars, 
leads to the conclusion that this is an example of HFM . The phrase fro m beat I are 5'" 
and 7'" of an implied Ab7 and from the 3ru beat a Db6 arpeggio . 
In Figure 26-Bar 66, beat I is the tonic of the superimposed Db7 . 
67, 'il ~ 
Figure 27: Bar 67 YSOA D 
Figure 27, this phrase employs HFM by im pl yi ng the Dbmaj7. Db on the upbeat of2 is 
the tonic of Db. From the upbeat of 3 Barlow then descends the Dbmaj7 arpeggio T, 7'". 
5'" with the 3'd on the downbeat of bar 68. 
65 
68 pi~ b 
,frf FE 
Figur" 28: Bar 6~ YSOAD 
In Figure 28, from the upbeat of I the phrase is a three note approach : 7'", # I 1'" , 13'" of 
the Db maj7 which leads by half step to the A on the downbeat of3 which becomes a 
chromati c approach to the 3'd of the Db chord on beat I bar 69 (DHE). 
70 7 l B~m7 
lbF' ~v F~f~f r i&J~J J J J J J J I 
Figure 29: Bars 70-7 1 YSOAD 
ln Figure 29-Bar 70, the 9°' on beat I is a DHE to the 7°' on beat 3. 
In Figure 29-Bar 7 1, the 13'" on beat 3 is a DHE to beat I bar 72. 
Table 2 J 
Bars 73-80 YSOAD 
73 
Figure 30: Bar 73 YSOAD 
In Figure 30, the cycl ic quadruplet from beat 3 represent s a DHE to beat I of the 
subsequent bar. 
66 
Abmaj7 
74 ~ ~ 
I cf,F Ff t U 
Figure 3 1: Bar 74 YSOAD 
In Figure 3 1, the 9'h on beat 3 represents a DHE to the 7'h on beat 4 
76 C' 
~ 77 r r 1 r 
Fmaj1 
~ 
* Figure 32: Bar 76-77 YSOAD 
In Figure 32-Bar 76, the 131h on beat 3 (EXMD) is a result of an embellished descending 
line : G, F to the goal note-Eon the downbeat of bar 77 . 
80 D1 ,- 3 --'1 
I E~'F F~f EBf F"U'I 
Figure 33: Bar 80 YSOAD 
In Figure 33 , the 9°' on beat I represents a DHE to the tonic on beat 2. 
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8~ Ebm1 Ab7 
, r rtrtr qcbr r r 
Figure 34: Bnr 81 YSOAD 
In Figure 34, bea t 3 is a DHE to the 7'h on beat 4. 
Figure 35: Bar 82 YSOAD 
In Figure 35, beats I & 3 appear in the table as the b9'h and #9'h of the written chords. In 
forward moti on from beat I is an enclosu re of the E natural on beat 2 (DHE) from which 
Barlow outlines the 3'd, tonic and 7ti' (3'd beat) of a C7 chord (i mplied) and !Tom the 
upbeat of3 he outlines a G sus arpeggio leading to the 3rd (E) of the C chord on beat I 
bar 83 by a half step. 
88 Eb1 
1- ~~ J 
Figure 36: Bar 88 YSOAD 
In Figure 36, the Con beat 3 appears in the table as the 13 111 of the wri tten chord. 
However thi s bar appears to be more connected wi th bar 89 where he implies the F7 
chord by landing the tonic and b7'h on beats I and 3, leading to the conclusio n that he is 
using HFM, mak ing bar 88 the 5u' and 6u' of the upcoming F7. 
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G~7 89 
• 
1 J~J~w a~n 7 Jll 
Figure 37: Bar 89 YSOAD 
In Figure 37, beats I and 3 appear in the table as the #7'" and 13'" of the written chord . 
However , the note choice ( F bebop scale from beat I) and the leadi ng tone effect oft he 
D on the upbeat of 2, points to the conclusion that this is an example of HFM making 
beats I and 3 the tonic and 7tl• of an implied F7. 
90 F 
, ~J &J 11J J E F ~E J 
Figure 38: Bar 90 YSOAD 
In Figure 38, beals I and 2 represent a cycl ic quadruplet where the harmonic emphasis is 
on the 3'd, beat 2. The D toE on beat 3 is the start of what ' s known as a "side- slip'' i.e. 
the melod ic and rhythmic emphasis is shifted by playing a whole step interva l a semi tone 
below the key then playing the whole step interval a semitone up on the next beat (DHE). 
Figure 39: Bar 91 YSOAD 
ln Figure 39, the A on beat 3 represents a DHE to bea t I bar 92. 
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93 Cmaj1 F' 
r r F F cr F f 
Figure ~0 : Bar 93 YSOAD 
In Figure 40, the 13th on beat I represents a DHE to beat 3 which appears in the table a 
the b5'11 of the written chord, however this is a result of a harmonic generalization and 
due to the evidence of the C maj7 arpeggio from beat 3, the B is the 7'h of an imp li ed C 
Maj7. 
94 Em7 A7 95 Dm7 
1 r r r ~r c r r 1 1 J J J ~w ~ t 11!: 
Figure 4 1: Bars Y~-95 YSOAD 
In Figure 41 -Bar 94-95, the phrase through bars 94-95 is a hannonic generalization of G7 
tona lity and represents the G bebop scale descending from the 3nl on beat I bar 94 to the 
7' 11 on beat 3 bar 95 . Thus, the F on beat 3 bar 94 is the 7'11 of an im plied G7 and the B on 
beat I bar 95, the 3'd of an implied G7 . 
Cmaf EP7 98 AP7 DP7 
w ~ . ~ t(:[ftr rMr E 9F E l~f F rf,rt f r F 
Figure ~2 : Bars \17-98 
Figu re 42-Bar 97- 98, represents a DMC by implying the G7 on the upbea ts via 
chromatic approaches, bringing the li ne back in sync on beat 4, bar 98. This is an unusual 
kind of generali zation as it implies the V chord as a pedal point over the turnaround, 
while creating tension by having the approach notes landing on the downbeats . 
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99 Cmaf 100 _ 
II [ F u E F r; l~r· qi/J~J J I 
Figure -13: Bars 99-1 00 YSOAD 
In Figure 43 -Bar 99, the D on beat 3 represents a DHE to the 7111 On beat 4 . 
ln Figure 43-Bar 100, the Bb on beat I appea rs in the table as the b7'" of the Cmaj 7. 
However, thi s is an example of HFM and represents the 13th of an implied Dbmaj7 (EX) 
and a DHE to the 5"' on beat 3. 
101 obmaj1 
7 J JJ 7 
Figur~44 : Bar 10 1 YSOAD 
In Figu re 44, beat I represents a DHE to the 13"' on the upbeat of2 (EX). 
103 
-.--
~ 
B bm7 Eb7 104 
J w ~a ~w a ~a w 1 J &J ~J qJ &g rtF 1 
Figure -15: Bars 103-1 04 YSOAD 
Figure 45-Bar I 03 , represents a DHE via a chromati c pattern to beat 4, which represents 
the tonic of an implied Eb7 a beat early (HFM). Evidence for tllis can be seen by the 
sca le step to the 3'd on bea t I ba r I 04 . 
In Fi&rure 45-Bar I 04, the Ab on beat 3 appears in the table as the I I'" of the written 
cho rd . However, the leadi ng tone effect of the A on the upbeat o f 2, points to the 
conclusion that tllis is a 1-[FM device making the Ab the tonic of an implied AbMaj7 . 
7 1 
p "1 
'05 A maJ ~~u~r 
, ~r r CJ 
Figure ~6 : Bar I 05 YSOAD 
In Figure 46, the 9tl' on beat 3 represents a DHE to the tonic on beat 4 . 
109 Fmaj1 
Figure 4 7: Bar I 09 YSOAD 
Figure 47, represents the medial point of the development of a rhythmic motive built 
around E and G (see score) (EXMD). 
112 
~ 
Figu re 48: Bar 11 2 YSOAD 
Figure 48, represents the rhythmic consequence of the motive commencing in bar 1074 . 
Beat I appears in the tab le as the #91h of the written chord, however, g iven the note 
choice in the subsequent phrase (A, C), beat I is the tonic of a superi mposed F maj tri ad . 
1 sec score. Appendix IX. pl07. bHrs 107-112 
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Bars 113- 120 YSOAD 
Dm7 G7 
.! 14~ 1 1r r=J1'1rkr r~r 
Figure 49: Bnr II~ YSOAD 
In Figure 49, the G on beat I appears in the table as the I llh of the written chord. 
However, the note choice of the phrase (G bebop scale fragment), points to the 
conclusion that this is a harmo nic generalizatio n. i.e. interpreti ng bar 11 4 as a bar o f G7. 
Beat 3 is a DHE to the 5'h on beat 4 . 
116 Cmaj7 I> 
lfrrrrffrl 
Figure 50: Bar I 16 YSOAD 
In Figure 50, the 9~' on beat 1 rep resents a DHE to beat 2. 
118 D~may I[~[ EF I (ff 
Figure 5 1: Bar I 18 YSOAD 
In Figure 5 1, the 9~' on beat I represents a DHE to the 7~' on beat 2 . 
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!20 E P7 
I F~f&r F 
FiJ,•ure 52: Bar 120 YSOAD 
In Figure 52, the Con beat I and the Bb on the upbeat of2 appear in the table as the 13'" 
and 5°' (anticipated) oft he written chord. However, given the hannonic evidence in the 
subsequent bar, I consider thi s to a HFM device and that the C and Bb are the b5'" and 
3'd of an implied Gb7. 
Bars 121-128 YSOAD 
121 GP7 
r~r r f 
Figure 53 : Bar 12 1 YSOAD 
In Figure 53, beat 3 appears in the table as the # II"' of the written chord, ho wever, this is 
a mirror of the phrase in fig: 51 with substitution of A on the 4'11 beat, evidentia l of HFM 
and that the Cis the 5"' of an implied F7. 
l22 b F' ~-lcfrtr~crr 
Figure 54 : Bar 122 YSOAD 
In Figure 54, the Db on beat 3 appears in the table as the #5th of the written chord . 
However, due to the note choice of the subsequent phrase (Db Major pentatonic) l 
believe the Db to be the tonic of a superimposed Db maj triad . 
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Figure 55 : Bar 126 YSOAD 
In Figure 55, the #9°' on beat 3 as a tension device (EX), represents the peak of the solo 
and a DHE to beat I of the subsequent bar. 
127 Dm7 
I [ ( F f ~CJ f t; 
Figure 56: Bar 127 YSOAD 
In Figure 56, the Gb on beat 3 represents a DHE to the subsequent bar. 
128 °
7 
lrrFFJjJJ I 
Figure 57: Bar 128 YSOAD 
In Figure 57, the 9th on beat I represents a DHE to the 51h on beat 2. 
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Bars 129-1 33 YSOAD 
129Cmaj1 EP7 130 AP7 DP7 
t t F ¥ ) lr E F [ 
Figure 58: Bars 129-1 30 YSOAD 
In Figure 58, bar 129: Beat 3, ap pears in the table as the 13°' of the written chord, 
however, thi s is the result of a harmonic generalization bui lt around the to nic chord C 
Major. 
r 
In Figure 58-Bar 130, beats I and 3 appear in the table as the 3rd and # 9'" o f the wri tten 
chord, however, the phrase through bar 130 is a continuation of the harmonic 
generalization from bar 129 and as such are the to nic and 3rd of an implied Crnaj7. 
e 
133 DPmaf 
~ 
l3Pmaf 
~ ===... f32 
Figure 59: Bars 13 1-1 33 YSOAD 
Figure 59-Bar 13 1-1 33, represents the close of the solo, which protrudes into the first 3 
bars of the new chorus. The sustained 9th (EX) is moved up a half step at bar 133 to 
accommodate the cho rd change. The choice of the 9'" leaves the solo with a slightly open 
quality. 
Conclusion 
In YSOAD the areas of signifi cance highl ighted by the analysis include the continual use 
of HFM , DHE, cyclic quadruplets, EXMD and harmoni c generalizati on. The incidence 
of HFM is higher in YSOAD than in any of the o ther three solos in this case study. 
~ 
Indeed there are 13 examples of HFM, almost double that ofCTA which has 7. AE and 
TTD rate poorly on the HFM index at I and 4 respectively. The obvious reason fo r thi s 
difference is the tempo of YSOAD. At d= 288 it is by fa r the fas test tempo of the study. It 
appears that, in this case study at least, Barlow' s use of HFM increases with the tempo of 
the vehicle. 
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Conclusion 
In this case study, the research shows that the princip les of Forward Mo ti on are very 
much in evidence with in Barlow' s improvising. The data reflects that Barlow places a 
chord to ne of the agreed on (written) chord or superimposed chord on beats one and three 
75 .29% of the time on average. Gal per' s Forward Motion Theory relating to 
appoggiaturas, superimposi tion, defl ect ion of harmonic emphasis and Ham10ni c Forward 
Motion o ffer a Forward Motion explanation of the remai ning 24.71 % .Not that there may 
be other ways of interp reting or analyzing this percentage, however the focus o f thi s 
thesis was to examine the data in the light of Gal per' s basic FM principle that in Western 
fu ncti onal harmony with a fixed metric pu lse, the brai n interprets everything it hea rs 
around tonal and metrical cues o rganized by the metrical hierarchy of beats one and three 
o f the bar. 
The interesting correlati on between tempo and one and three chord tone event s in thi s 
study suggests that in FM, the slower the tempo the higher the incidence of one and th ree 
chord tone events. The evidence also revea ls that the faster the tempo the higher the 
incidence of HFM, Harmonic Generalization, EXMD and DHE. Although not directly 
discussed in Ga lper' s book thi s relati onship between tempi and one and three chord tone 
events implies that Barlow is making an instinctual judgment call when improvising at 
fast tempo. His points of tension and resolut ion become more abstract and elongated, 
rather like when pushing a child on the park carousel one needs to push continually to 
preserve a slow speed, but if spinning quick ly, the carousel needs only a push every other 
revolution to maintain momentum. 
The mean percentage of one and three chord tone events being at roughly 75% in thi s 
case study gives ri se to the question: " Is this a percentage of one and three chord tone 
event s that is commonly instinctual among experi enced jazz musicians when improvising 
on standard vehicles and if so .. why?" The answer to this question is obviously o utside 
the scope of thi s thesis but it is nevertheless an intriguing subject. One possibility may be 
that like the sun refl ect ing o ff the tip of an iceberg, some of the more abso rbing aspects of 
the soloists musical character are refl ected in how he or she negotiates the tensio n 
impli ci t in one and three non -chord tone events. 
For example, thi s case study has revealed that analyzing one and three non-chord tone 
events puts focus on Barlow's characteristic improvisational trai ts such as: chord 
superimposition, chromati c embelli shment and moti ve development. In short, hi s 
personal methods of creat ing tension. Not that all facets of Barlow' s thematic tension 
devices can be picked up via thi s method. Examples of tension building that happen to be 
consonant (involvi ng chord tones on one and three) are by definition of thi s analysis, 
missed. However, by analyzi ng o nly one and th ree non -chord tone event s the " letter of 
the law" so to speak of Galper' s FM theory has been narrowly applied to seek a FM 
explanation o f emphasized non- cho rd tones. The percentage of one and three non -chord 
tone event s has a direct relationship to the quantity of abstract musical fo rmulae 
contained within the improvisations. It therefore fo llows that the respective percentages 
presented in th is case study may be seen to represent the balance of consonance and 
discord . 
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APPENDIX 1: ORDER AND COGNITION 
Galper underscores hi s views on Forward Motion by deducing that it is based on how the 
brain recognizes order in music. 
FM is based on the laws of the physics of sound and rhythm. These laws are immutable 
and as applicable in Bach ·s time as in ours. FM is also based on the physiology of hoi\ 
the ear functions. another universal. The mind lovcs
1
1ogic and rejects chaos. It has an 
innate tendency to want ro make sense out of chaos. 
Although somewhat of a sweeping statement, it firmly identifies Gal per as a man with 
tastes and beliefs ingrained in traditional western musical development . One does not 
play music at such a high level and gain the experience over a lifetime as Gal per has done 
without forming deep beliefs in the cognitive ra tionale behind his work. 
It appears that for the purposes of analyzing jazz, that Galper' s theory ofFM exists in the 
context of functional harmony and fixed metric values. 
This context, Gal per asse1ts, is defined by the observance of immutable musica l laws that 
enabled both Bach and Bird2 to create musical work of great genius . The subject of 
whether these laws are immutable or not, seems to be a highly subjective matter. It 
appears that the cognitive perception of jazz (as is any other music or language) may be 
matter of learned response. The existence of the music of other cultures not based on 
western harmony alludes to the possibi li ty of this. This then is outside of the scope of my 
work and the immutabi li ty of certain musical laws is not for this case study to ponder. 
Let us assume then, for the sake of clarity, that Gaper is referring to a lineage of western 
fu nct ional harmony that has as its organizing factors: rhythm, pitch and polytonality. 
Essentially, when one speaks of these factors one is addressing the nature of order within 
the 111LJsic. 
The major scale may be said t.o represent the basis of the harmonic axis of western music 
and constitutes the theoretical representation of melodic order. Let us take for example 
the C major scale. To be sure, when played in ascending sequence and in time there is a 
compelling forward motion carrying the ear to the final resting place: B-C. Interestingly 
enough, what gives the sequence its forward motion, is playing the sequence in time. 
Therefore the goal-C, which is the inevitable outcome once you start playing the 
sequence, only has order once it is being played in time and it is an order of sequence 
resu lting in a goal. lt would be a very predictable art form that came from only ascending 
major scales. 
1 Gal per. Hat Forward AfoJion form Bach to Bebop a correclive approach to Jazz phrasing. Ebook~ 
Amenable Music 2003. p 17 
' Bird- Charlie -- vardbird"' Parker 1920-1 955 . 
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lt appears that , altho ugh orderly, scales are at discord with the very different o rder 
required to make music and it is tllis fa lse relat ion between form and function that 
constitu tes an element of disorder. 
Pau l Hindemith recognized thi s element of disorder when he wrote : 
The church modes really began to die from the moment d1at the harmonic sense first 
sought expression in the earliest polyphony. Every simultaneous combination of tones 
rea ll v contradicts the nature of these scnles. and can be explained in them only bv 
patchwork additions to the modal system 3 
Let us now consider the aspect of meter when applied to the majo r scale. It seems tha t 
meter combined wit h tonal cues play a ro le in memorization of melodic sequence. 
The ' bootstrapping' to which the tit le of this paper refers was used metaphoricall,· in 
1984 by Diana Deutsch to describe simultaneous generation of more than one ment al 
map. in which each perceptual schema somehow helps to co-generate the other. While 
Deutsch's attention was focused on · bootstraping' of tonal and event hierarchies. the tem1 
has been used more broadly to refer to other poss ible instances of co-generating menta l 
representations: one example is seen in the proposition that metrica l cues help to guide 
judgments of tonality. whi le tonal and ha rmonic cues simultnncously serve as metrica l 
cues
4
. 
The melodic sequence o f the major scale (or any melody) is o nly apparent when played 
in time because the brain recognizes the sequence of tonal and metr ica l cues as 
memori zed from previo us experience: 
nnDrr 
Figure I 
The brain identifies the melody by hearing the meter and predicting the melodic sequence 
as coinciding with a fi.tture metrical even t. 
1 Hindemith -: Crnjl o.f.\fusicnl Composition 1937 Associmcd Music Publishers p: ~9 
4 David Butler In : Suk Won Yi (Ed.). Music, A fin d, and Science. Seoul : Seoul National UniversitY 
Press. 1998. pp. 7-1 2. 
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This can be demonstrated by playing the fi rst four notes of the scale and sto ppi ng : 
n n'' 
Figure 2 
The bra in fi ll s in the rest of the sequence according to the meter expressed. The same 
phenomenon will occur with any well known melody. lt will not occur if meter is no t 
expressed . For example if you played a note every three measures- out of time. 
Therefore, it appears that the brain uses the organizing factor of the meter to predict tonal 
cues. 
Jazz musicians use the prediction of tonal and metrical cues to embell ish melodic 
sequences: 
11n n n r 
Figure 3 
hi o D J;J JJ I r 
Figure 4 
J ~J ~ ~ J ~ ~ aJ ~ lp 
Figure 5 
The melodic difference between fig : I and fig : 3 represents the underlying cognitive 
rationale of Melodic/Rhythmic Forward Motion, that is by placing the goal of the 
melodic sequence on a downbeat , the prediction of simultaneous tonal and metrical cues 
is enhanced 
The ear' s propensity to want to predict tonal events is intensified in a trained musician. 
When a musician memorizes the chord progression of a song the ear establishes the 
cadenti al pattern according to the expressed meter and now has a fixed metrical sequence 
on which to predict tonal events that outline the hannonic rhythm as the song progresses. 
To aja.zz musician, the fundamenta l harmonic " ru le" is that the improvised line satisfies 
the listener' s pred iction of tonal and metrical cues. (known as " playing the changes"). 
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This is brought sharply into focus whenever a musician plays a chorus o r two 
unaccompanied by the rhythm section. Without the " harmonic backdrop" of a chordal 
instrument or bassline, one might think that the musician is free to improvise without fear 
of clashing with the accompaniment and so can play more or less what they like. 
However, to a listener that knows the chord sequence, sati sfaction with the improvised 
line is st ill dictated by the listener' s predicti on of tonal and metrical cues. 
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APPENDIX II 
CTA implied 1 and 3 cbot·d tone events 
N.B. Black shaded bars indicate the note assessed against the wri rten (agreed on ) chord, 
foll owed by its assessment as an implied chord tone. 
Bar 
Beat I 
Beat 3 
,- 26 
I;' ;,d II ' 1Jd 
7 h ' 1.! 7 ~I 
Table 2A 
Bars 1-8 CTA 
Table 2B 
Bars 9- 16 CTA 
Table 2C 
Bars 17- 24 CTA 
Table 20 
Bars 25-32 CT A 
15 I 16 
q .:;t II h .,I 
I I I 7 l) .; 
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Table 2E 
Bars 33-40 CT A 
Table 2F 
Bars 4 1-48 CT A 
Table 2G 
Bars 49-56 CT A 
Table 2H 
Bars 57-64 CTA 
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Table 21 
Bars 65- 72 CT A 
Table 2J 
Bars 73- 80 CT A 
Table 2K 
Bars 8 1- 88 CT A 
Table 2L 
Bars 89- 96 CT A 
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Table 2M 
Bars 97- 104 CTA 
Table 2N 
Bars 105- 112 CTA 
Table 20 
Bars 11 3- 120 CTA 
Table 2P 
Bars 121 -1 28 CTA 
85 
98 
117 =Slli~A~ ~UOl p.roq:l £ puu 1 p~lldUHJO IBlO..L 
V.l:::> I £1-6ZI s.res 
oz ~lqll..L 
APPENDIX III 
ANGEL EYES IMPLIED 1 AND 3 CHORD TONE EVENTS 
N.B. Black shaded bars ind icate the note assessed against the written (agreed on) chord, 
fo llowed by its assessment as an implied chord to ne. 
Table 3B 
Bars 9- 16 AE 
Table 3C 
Bars 17-24 AE 
Total of im pli ed I and 3 chord tone events = 8 
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APPENDIX IV 
TIN TIN DEO: IMPLIED I AN D 3 CHORD TONE EVENTS 
.B. Black shaded bars indicate the note assessed against the written (agreed on ) chord, 
fo llowed by its assessment as an implied chord tone. 
Table 2A 
Bars 1-8 TTD 
Bars 17-24 TID 
Bar 25-32 TTD 
Table 2 E 
Bars 33-40 TTD 
II I I; ; ' 
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Total of implied I and 3 chord tone events = 12 
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APPENDIX V 
YOU STEPPED OUT OF A DREAM : IMPLI ED 1 & 3 CHORD TONE 
EVENTS 
N.B . Black shaded bars indicate the note assessed against the vvritten (agreed on ) chord, 
fo llowed by its assessment as an implied chord tone. 
Table 2 A 
Bars 1-8 YSOAD 
Table 2 B 
Bars 9-16 YSOAD 
Table 2C 
Bars 17-24 YSOAD 
Table 2 D 
Bars 25-32 YSOAD 
32 
90 
Bars 33 -40 YSOAD 
Table 2 H 
Bars 57-64 YSOAD 
Bars 65-72 YSOAD 
91 
Table 2 J 
Bars 73-80 YSOAD 
Bars 8 1-88 YSOAD 
Table 2L 
Bars 89-96 YSOAD 
Table 2M 
Bars 97- 104 YSOAD 
92 
Bars 121-128 YSOAD 
OAD 
Total of implied I and 3 chord tone events = 29 
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\Nith over 82 recordings to his credit. 20 as a leader in hi own right. 
piani t , compo er~ publi her, educator, author and touring arti t . Hal 
Gal peri be t known for hi work with Chet Baker , ConnonbaiJ Adderley, 
John Scofield and the Phil Wood Quintet. Hi recordings as a leader \vith 
Mike and Randy Brecker are considered among the be t. 
Graduating from the Berklee College of Mu ic at the height of the be-bop 
er~ his reputation grew steadily in the changing environment of jazz. He 
anchored such band a The I ide Hampton Quartet, The Lee Kanitz Duo 
The Stan Getz Quartet and many other . His biography i li ted in the 
National E ncyclopedia of Jazz and he ha I 00 originaJ compositions 
recorded and published. 
Gal per is internationally known a an educator Hi theoretical and 
practical article have appeared in i of Down Beat Magazine edition 
and his scholarly article on the P ychology of tage fright, originally 
publi hed in the Jazz Educators Joun1al, has ubsequently been reprinted 
in fou r other publjcations. His new book "The Touring Musician, A Small 
Bu iness Approach to Booking Your Band on the Road (Billboard Book ) 
i fa t becoming the Ia t word on the ubject a founding member of 
the evl chool of Jazz and Contemporary Music, "vhere he rill teaches. 
Hal i al so on the faculty of Purcha e on ervatory. He e rtensively travels 
the College lectu re-workshop circuit. 
He ha won a Grammy nonlination and a Gramm for his recordings with 
the award-'vvinning Phil \¥ood Quartet and Quintet, wa av arded a 
Di tingui hed Jumni ward from the Berklee CoJlege of Music~ an 
award For outstanding ervice to Jazz Education from the IAJE and ha 
been a recipient of grants from the a tiona! Endown1en1 of the Arts, The 
Lila Wallace-Readers Digest Foundation and the ew chool ofNew 
York. Hal Gal per's music di pia s some of the be t qualities of 
main tream jazz. Hal' ability to elect and arrange rarely heard tunes 
from the standard repertoire, hi penchant for JyricaJ improvisation and the 
trio· s commitment to a dancing, deeply swinging beat, make thi group 
music accessible to a broad range of li teners. 1 
1 Do'' nJoaded from ·w\\ hal_g_alper.con 12/ L l/04 
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APP ENDIX XI DALE BARLO~ BIOGRAPHY 
One of Australia's most accompli hed and internationally recognized jazz artists, Dale 
wa a member of legendary American group The Cedar Walton Quartet , and Art 
Blakey's Jazz Messengers, two of the greatest training grounds for young musician in 
jazz history. 
Widely recognized a an inspiring, virtuo ic and original Tenor saxophonist! composer, 
he is also an accompli hed flau ti st/bass clarinetist/ arranger and piani 1. As a composer he 
has written for large and small en emble, fi lm, theatre and televi ion, and recorded 
extensively. 
Hi credit include touring and recording with some of the all-time greats : Sonny titt, 
Chet Baker, Gil Evan , Jackie McLean, Billy Cobham, Curtis Fuller, Edd ie Palmieri, 
Dizzy Gillespie, Benny Gol on, Lee Konitz, onny titt, Helen Merry!, Mulgrew Miller. 
Cindy Blackman, Ernie Watts, Eddie Henderson, Kenn Barron, Ray Drummond, Billy 
Higgin , Cedar Walton and, of course the original Jazz Me enger, Art Blake . 
Born into a musical fa mily, Dale (born Dec 25 1960) wa highly acclaimed at a very 
ea rly age in Australia as featured soloist with va ri ou youth big bands and sma ll groups. 
By the age of 17 he was reluctantly being coupled with touring American jazz great b 
agent excited at showing off ustralian young talent. He toured with one of hi s idols, 
Sonny Stitt. After completing his musical tudies at the W conservatorium, he moved 
to ew York to further hone hi s mu ical skills and be part of the greate t Jazz scene in 
the world . He tudied saxophone with George Coleman and Dave Liebman piano with 
Barry Harris, and won a scholarship to study at the "Jazz composers wo rkshop" with Bob 
Brockmeyer and Manny Album. During thi s time he worked the ew York Scene and 
toured the ' orld constantly, performing regularly at major jazz festivals throughout the 
S ., Canada, Europe, Japan, Asia and the oviet Union, and recording \vith many of 
the great Jazz Artists. 
ince returni ng to Australia, Dale has received numerous awards and accolades 
including: Album of the Year/ Jazz performer of the year/ Lnternational rtist of the 
Year/ Bicentennial rtist of the Year, four Mo wards and numerou grants and credits 
for hi s for his achievements and contribution to the art In Australia. Dale holds a Master 
of Mu ic (Canberra niversity), appears regularly on television and enjoys excell ent 
media attention . 
For the last 3 years Dale has toured a a member o f Bi lly Cobham's band. He conti nues to 
work around the world as a band leader, recording artist , and a a hired soloist/ composer 
and arranger wi th numerous other groups. 1 
1 Do" ntoaded from 1 2/ 1 1/0~ 
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DISCOGRAPHY 
Token Entry; 1996 La Brava. LB9612. Recorded September 1994 and 1995 at " Acoustic 
Recording" Brooklyn, New York. Engineer Michael Brorby. 
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